Jihad Rap?
To what extent can the relationship between
Islam and Hip Hop represent a conduit or
counter-narrative for violent extremism?
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This paper considers whether the close relationship between Islam and Hip Hop represents a
conduit or counter-narrative for violent extremism. It maps the genesis of Hip Hop as
intertwined with Islam; illustrating

the continuities, influences, and cultural affinities

between Islam and rap music. The philosophy of social activism and political defiance at the
heart of Hip Hop, and the positioning of rap as the archetypal protest music of today is
further explored. Drawing upon relevant case studies and an exhaustive discography,
narratives of violence and extremism, as well as consciousness and enlightenment found in
Islamic and Islam inspired rap are brought to the fore. Adopting a truly multi-disciplinary
approach, concepts from psychology,

sociology,

cultural anthropology,

criminology,

ethnomusicology, terrorism studies, and neuroscience are utilised to explore the impact and
agency of Islam within Hip Hop. The paper finally comments on the utility of rap in foreign
policy, behavioural therapy, as a pedagogical tool, and its potential for realising selfactualisation, youth empowerment, and restorative justice in countering radicalisation and
violent extremism.
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DEDICATION

This project is dedicated to the memory of Jake "Iris" Crockett, who was tragically taken
from us in 2011. As well as being a genuine, altruistic, and hilariously candid friend, he was
a prominent and much loved figure in Brighton's Hip Hop scene. Jake will always be
remembered for his sharp sense of humour, but also through his music, freestyles, and as a
certified battle rap opponent. This is for you mate. Peace.

JAKE "IRIS" CROCKETT
1984 - 2011
The meek shall inherit the earth, but the brave will get the oceans.
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JIHAD RAP
THE CIPHER

Introduction
In 2001 a young American convert named Sulayman al-Faris (né Jonathan
Walker Lidh) became one of the first cases of homegrown Islamist extremism when
he was captured among Taliban forces in Mazar-i Sharif, Afghanistan. A media
furore ensued. Newsweek proposed Hip Hop was culpable for Lidh's radicalisation,
given rap music had introduced Lidh to Islam1. Similar allegations reignited in the
wake of the 2013 Boston Marathon bombings, when it emerged that suspect
Dzhokar Tsarnaev had tweeted Jay-Z lyrics a matter of hours after the two pressure
cooker bombs left three dead and 264 injured2. TMZ followed by publishing their
now heavily satirised article "Dead Bombing Suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev Heavy Into
Hip Hop", drawing correlations between the "notoriously violent" nature of rap
music, and the elder suspect's radicalisation3.

Ross,.(2001)
Langhorne,.(2013)
3 TMZ ,.(2013)
1
2
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Hip Hop culture is certainly no stranger to controversy. Scrutiny regarding the
portentous relationship between Islamist extremism and rap is just the latest, if
somewhat bizarre, indictment in the myriad of accusations levelled against Hip Hop.
This said, Islamic iconography, philosophy, and language is certainly prevalent
within rap. So much so that these references regularly surface in the material of
non-Muslim artists. Yet, even 'Can't Stop, Won't Stop'4, Jeff Chang's highly acclaimed
cultural history of Hip Hop, pays only scant attention to Islam. Given the scarcity of
incisive research and the "almost wilful avoidance" of the subject within academia5,
how much do we really know about this relationship?

So from where does the connection stem? How do Muslims draw upon and
communicate their theology through Hip Hop? Just because Mos Def, Ghostface
Killah (Wu-Tang Clan), Busta Rhymes and Akon are Sunni Muslims, does that make
their music “Islamic”? Can rap act as a conduit for Islamism? Or could Hip Hop
represent an arena for undermining violent extremism? How do, and indeed should,
practitioners exploit this connection in counterterrorism policies? Does Islamist

4
5

Chang,.(2005)
Lavie-&-Swedenburg,.(1996:332)
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'hate rap' warrant further attention? Or, as Public Enemy put it, is it more important
that we "don’t believe the hype”?6

Definitions and Caveats
Attempts have been made to avoid definitional quagmires, as tangential
debates deliberating contentious terminology will detract from this paper's remit.
Given the extensive range of literature employed, it has been necessary to assume
practical working definitions. This paper takes Hoffman’s7 definition of ‘terrorism’ as
“the deliberate creation and exploitation of fear through violence, or the threat of
violence, in the pursuit of political change”. The term ‘homegrown’ is taken from
Precht’s8 analysis as one who experiences their “formative phase, upbringing and
cultural influence.... in the Western world” and the phrase ‘violent extremism’ refers
to Neumann's description of using violent means to achieve “political ideologies that
are opposed to a society’s core (constitutional) values and principles”9.
Consequently, violent radicalisation denotes “a process in which radical ideas are
accompanied by the development of a willingness to directly support or engage in

Public-Enemy,.(1988)-"Don't-Believe-The-Hype"
Hoffman,.(2006:40)
8 Precht,.(2007:15)
9 Neumann-&-Rogers,.(2007:12-13)
6
7
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violent acts”10, and counter-narrative, refers to a qualitative narration opposing the
rhetoric of violent extremism, key to negotiating and transforming worldviews.

The terms Islamist/Islamism are taken to be the “strict, literalist practice of Islam
with a revolutionary political ideology....[seeking] to be liberated and/or united
under Islamic rule” 11, and distinct from Islam as a world religion. Furthermore, the
notion of Islam itself must be broadly conceived here, centred around Hip Hop's four
dominant branches, but encompassing a spectrum of theologies, ideologies, and
beliefs: the Nation of Islam ("NoI"), the Nation of Gods and Earths, known as the Five
Percent Nation of Islam ("FPN"), the Moorish Science Temple ("MST") and the Sunni
Muslim community. While there is a gulf of theological and terminological
divergence between these often fissiparous denominations, all hold Allāh's divinity
and the revelation of the Qurʼān to the Prophet Muhammad as central tenets. I shall
use Qurʼān in reference to the sacred Sunni Muslim text, and Koran to refer to key
texts of MST, NoI, and FPN. The construction and explanation of rap music and Hip
Hop culture is comprehensively explored throughout.

10
11

Dalgard-&-Neilson,.(2010:178)
ibid.
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Beyond demarking employed vocabulary, certain qualifications and concessions
must also be acknowledged12. First, whether music is itself even ḥalāl (permissible)
or ḥarām (sinful) under Islamic law is a centuries old debate, deliberated in greater
depth in chapter-five, but necessarily noteworthy at this preliminary stage. To
critics, music distracts one from religious devotion and encourages immorality, for
advocates, music can bring one closer to Allāh. Both camps recognise the power of
music to alter perceptions and reinforce worldviews.13. Secondly, given the wealth
of literature documenting various national and international Hip Hop scenes, this
paper is not a comprehensive recount of rap history, instead such works are taken
as the osteology for further analysis. Furthermore, although many scholars draw
distinctions between 'cognitive' radicalisation and ‘behavioural' radicalisation14 no
one believes extremists materialise overnight, or that embracing extremism results
from a single factor or influence  this paper makes no such claims either. Readers
must also be mindful that directly quoting explicit content has been a necessity at
times. This is not intended to offend. Finally, themes addressed here are not rigid,
indeed the very fluidity, evolution, and revision of cultural and theological precepts

Shipman,.(1997)
Waugh,.(2005)
14 Neumann,.(2013:875)
12
13
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are the crux of this analysis. As such, concepts discussed here are more akin to
Weberian notions of the ideal typical, than static social truths15.

Objectives and Method
This paper adopts a truly multi-disciplinary approach. By drawing upon
psychology,

sociology,

ethnomusicology,

cultural

anthropology,

textual-semiotics,

terrorism

theology,

studies,

social

criminology,
policy,

and

neuroscience it comprehensively explores the agency of Islam within Hip Hop with
greater perspicacity. Reference will be made to primary sources, relevant case
studies, and an extensive discography throughout, as well as pertinent media
coverage and religious texts. This kaleidoscopic theoretical foundation, whilst
empirically grounded, also utilises sensitising concepts to strengthen the analysis,
approaching the debate in five distinct ways16: After documenting the centrality of
Islam to the genesis of Hip Hop, the continuities, influences, and inter-cultural
affinities shall be presented. Next the philosophy of social activism and political
defiance as the defining essence of Hip Hop, and the positioning of rap as the
archetypal protest music of our time is discussed. The paper then juxtaposes key

15
16

Poggi,.(2006)
Bowen,.(2006)
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cases of hate, extremism, and terrorism with messages of peace, altruism, and
consciousness found in rap music. Finally, a commentary on the utility of rap music
in foreign policy, behavioural therapy, and as a pedagogical tool for realising selfactualisation, youth empowerment, and restorative justice in countering violent
extremism is presented.

I shall argue that the coefficacy between Islam and Hip Hop  whilst eclectic and
often abstruse  is extensive, entrenched and powerful. The explicit and implicit
affiliation of Hip Hop with Islam, the ontology of political protest, and the
exploitation of rap by extremists, not only appeals directly to those nursing
resentment, but also successfully taps into urban fashions which can traverse
ideological precepts altogether. This unique relationship can make aggrieved
audiences more receptive to extremist worldviews, encouraging the leaderless
resistance, franchise-model of Islamist militancy championed by Anwar al-Awlaki.
In short, rap has considerable potential to convey extremist doctrines to key
constituencies. Nonetheless, I shall also demonstrate that the prevailing presence of
Islam within Hip Hop has  first and foremost  been positive, progressive, and
convalescent. Further, that conscious Muslim rappers, while indeed radically
counter-hegemonic, have a unique historical, cultural, and religious obligation to
denounce ignorance and inclemency. They represent credible and persuasive
orators of alternative narratives to Islamism. Moreover, the reconciliatory and
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cathartic capital of Hip Hop is shown as having considerable application to
restorative justice focused counter-radicalisation policies and, through the praxis of
rap, young Muslims can develop resilience in the face of extremist tautologies.

In doing so, I seek to highlight the value of popular cultural movements in
counterterrorism  given that terrorism "does not emerge out of a vacuum" and
extremism cannot be abstracted from the wider societal context from which it
emerges17. A sophisticated appreciation of why and how people come to embrace
terrorism is only obtainable from a holistic understanding of both behavioural and
cognitive radicalisation, understanding the way influences, ideas, and actions relate.
This paper moves to address the paucity of literature concerning Hip Hop, Islam and
extremism, stimulating further analytic debate within security studies whilst
encouraging theoretically informed, research driven countermeasures aimed at
preventing violent radicalisation.

17

Sageman-cited-in-Neumann,.(2013:884)
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CHAPTER ONE
ISLAM AND HIP HOP

Boogy-down Bronx
Rap exploded onto the popular music scene in 1979 with "Rapper's Delight"
from the Sugarhill Gang. The oft-cited claim that Hip Hop is 'from the streets' is a
literal fact, developing from the block party music scene prevalent in AfricanAmerican and Latino neighbourhoods of the South Bronx. The backbone of Hip Hop,
the DJ (disc-jockey), supplied the parties' turntables, records, PA, and complete
speaker systems. The first of Hip Hop's 'four elements', DJs innovatively utilised two
turntables allowing for the seamless transition from one record to another,
integrating sounds from a rich nexus of African-American music including Blues,
Ragtime, Jazz, Motown, Funk, Soul, Reggae, and Dancehall. As pioneers  such as
Kool Herc, Grand Wizard Theodore, Grand Master Flash, and Afrikka Bambaataa 
developed their technical dexterity, DJs began to supplement their acts with
additional sidemen.
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These early masters-of-ceremony (MCs) or 'rappers'  including Coke-La-Rock,
Keith "Cowboy" Wiggins, and Melle Mel (Furious Five)  would rhyme lyrics over
the beat, redolent of the Jamaican practice of 'toasting', creating rap music. Later
breakdance, or 'B-boying'  a competitive acrobatic dance form  emerged as the
third element. Concurrently, graffiti or 'writing'  the urban street art created with
aerosol paint  was incorporated as the fourth element. These combined to form one
of the most vibrant, influential, and controversial cultural forces of the latetwentieth and early-twenty-first centuries: Hip Hop.

By the mid-1980s a number of fluid rap sub-genres were discernible. Groups like
Run-DMC and the Beastie Boys, continued earlier "party rap" traditions, engaging
the crowd with lively, up-beat lyrics. MCs such as Too $hort, Sir Mix-A-Lot and LL
Cool J were central to the emergence of "mack rap", the self-declared "pimps and
players" of Hip Hop. Simultaneously, "gangsta rap"  charged with the glorification
of violence, nihilism, and misogyny, but more notable for its gritty social verismo
and bleak portrayal of urban plight  evolved as the most divisive yet globally
successful genre. During the late 1980s, "conscious rap" emerged, drawing upon
pan-Africanism, social empowerment, political resistance, and Islam as its themes.
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Moorish Science and Marcus Garvey
Hip Hop's modern Islamic roots begin with Noble Drew Ali (né Timothy
Drew), the founder of the MST. The son of former slaves and ostensibly of Moroccan
decent, Ali was born in North Carolina in 1886 where he claimed to have been
adopted into the Cherokee Nation18. Later Ali allegedly joined a band of nomadic
circus gypsies, eventually reaching Egypt where he apprenticed under the
Priesthood of the Pyramid of Cheops, "studying their ancient cult of High Magic"19.
These exotic adventures were a world away from the daily reality of America's
southern states where the post-Reconstructionist Jim Crow laws denied blacks basic
education, healthcare, safety, and accommodation. Ali's extraordinary tales and
mission to uplift the fallen should be read as an attempt to "carve a path out of
oppression and disenfranchisement" for African-Americans20.

The essential text of the MST, The Circle 7 Holy Koran, appropriates classical black
nationalism, Gnostic, Masonic, Christian, and Islamic doctrines, as well as the
teachings of Buddha and Confucius. The Moorish Orthodox Church places their
civilisation in the Americas pre-Columbus, affording blacks an ancestry which

ibid.
ibid.;-Knight,.(2007:26-42)
20 Miyakawa,.(2005:Chp1)
18
19
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granted both social and legal privileges, and primacy over later European colonisers.
The potency of this narrative cannot be overstated. Again, these beliefs are best
understood within the framework of "the black nationalist tradition, [and]
specifically the legacy of Marcus Garvey"21.

The Universal Negro Improvement Association, led by Garvey, arrived to a radically
conscious Harlem in 1916. They advocated "real patriotism" and held that blacks
could only find true peace by returning to Africa. Garvey preached "recognition of
the Negro Abyssinian", declaring "Africa was peopled with a race of cultured black
men…[who] were like the gods"22. Garvey called for religious revision; a new God for
blacks23. For many it was his most important message, yet while Garvey preached
repatriation, Ali sought full rights for the 'Asiatic Blackman'. The imagery of a
glorious past and hopeful future of racial and religious solidarity infused the
rhetoric of both leaders. MST experienced multiple internal schisms, with one
faction led by a man with fifty-eight separate aliases, but who is commonly referred
to as Wallace D. Fard24.

Miyakawa,.(2005:Chp1)
ibid
23 Knight,.(2007:9-25)
24 ibid.
21
22
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Nation of Islam and the Five Percenters

"We were beginners, in the 'hood as Five Percenters,
But somethin' musta got in us, 'cause all of us turned to sinners"
 AZ25

Wallace D. Fard's mission began in Detroit. Between 1910-1930, the black
population rose from 5,740 to 120,066, with the Great Migration of agrarian
southerners to northern cities26. Fard taught that all blacks were innately registered
in the NoI and should take "righteous" Muslim names. Religious tolerance took on a
more fanatical persona under Fard, where racial pride and ancestral nobility
morphed into an aggressive form of black supremacism27. By 1934, Fard
inexplicably disappeared, causing the bifurcation of his 8,000 strong congregation28.

A group led by Elijah Muhammad (né Robert Poole) brought followers closer to
Sunni Islam, although their beliefs remained far from orthodox. Elijah taught that
Fard hailed from the same Quraush tribe as the Prophet Muhammad and was
himself Allāh-incarnate. He claimed Fard had bestowed the "Supreme Wisdom

Nas-feat.-AZ-(1994)-"Life's-a-Bitch"
Clegg,.(1997)
27 Beyon,.(1938)
28 Knight,.(2007:32-42)
25
26
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Lessons" upon him before his disappearance and revealed the universe as stemming
from 'Black Intellect': for trillions of years (black)man lived in peace and
enlightenment. 6,000 years ago this was corrupted by the evil scientist Yacub, who
created a godless race of "blue-eyed white devils", by lightening mans' skin pigment
through genetic engineering and so diluting his 'divine essence'.

"Central to these teachings were the knowledge of self and the Black
man's godhood…the Black man was by nature divine, and in fact was the
original man, ancestor of the human race."
 Prince-A-Cube29

NoI membership grew rapidly throughout the 1950s, prompting the construction of
temples across America and the appointment of new ministers, including a young
Malcolm X (né Malcom Little) in Harlem. The stellar rise of Malcolm X and his later
conversion to Sunni Islam as El-Hajj-Shabbazz-El-Malik after his hajj (pilgrimage)
need not be recounted here. However, soon after his 1963 appointment, a member
of Malcolm's congregation, Clarence 13X (né Clarence Smith-Jowers) argued that
Fard was not black but an "Arab from Greater Syria" or "Palestinian Arab" therefore

29

Miyakawa,.(2005:13)
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could not be Allāh30. Reprimanded for heresy, Clarence declared himself Allāh and
founded the FPN.

The FBI soon began investigating what they viewed as a "mysterious armed group of
Negro youth", described as a "vicious type of street gang…[who] found in the Muslim
form of indoctrination…something that seems to unite and inspire them"31.
Sensationalist moral panics labelled the FPN cop killers and snipers, and reported
that Clarence had threatened to "kill all white-skinned babies"32. Dubious news
stories claiming FPN affiliations with the Fruit of Islam, The Blood Brothers, Black
Panthers, and various organised crime syndicates33, were further confounded by the
racially charged upheavals of the 1960s. In fact, Clarence was a decorated army
veteran widely accredited for working alongside Mayor Lindsay to curb riots
following Martin Luther King's assassination34. The FPN declined in number after
Clarence 13X was himself gunned down in 1969, yet by the 1970s the FPN saw a
popular resurgence as its terminology and theosophy interwove with Hip Hop's
emergent street vernacular.

Miyakawa,.(2005:9-22)
FBI,.(1965)
32 New-York-Amsterdam-News,.(1965)-cited-in-Gottenhrer,.(1975)
33 Knight,.(2007:42-92)
34 Knight,.(2007:92-116)
30
31
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CHAPTER TWO
INFLUENCES

Rhymes and Risālas
Ethnomusicologists have long acknowledged the influence of Arabic music on
the blues, and the imprint of Pakistan's Ahmadiyya Movement on the Chicagoan jazz
scene of the 1960/70s1. Although subjected to less vigorous investigation, similar
Arabic cultural motifs are threaded and fused into rap’s fabric, for instance the
rolling bassline of "Big Pimpin" by Jay-Z is sampled from the song "Khosara",
produced by Baligh Hamdi for Egyptian vocalist Abdel Halim-Hafez2. The Source
magazine devoted its entire March 1991 issue to Islam and Hip Hop, while Spin
magazine's Charlie Ahearn famously declared "rap's got religion and that religion is
Islam"3.

Charters,.(1981:125);-McCloud,.(1995:20)
Aidi,.(2004)
3 Hishaam,.(2008);.Ahearn,.(1991)
1
2
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The articulation of Islam is found in the earliest rap argot. Hip Hop originators
Rakim and Public Enemy peppered their rhymes with phrases invoking Islam, such
as “al-hamdu lillah” and “al-salam ‘alaykum”. Speaking on his faith, Rakim describes
how Islam "taught me about myself, my history, and everything under the Sun…once
I got into Islam I had to speak on it, we reveal rather than conceal"4. The presence
and importance of Islam in the ground-breaking block parties is recounted by
founding DJ Kool Herc: "A lot of FPN…-used to come to my part[ies]…-they used to
hold me down [provide protection]"5. In his autobiography, celebrated producer
Russell Simmons explains how "during the period when the gangs…-gave way to
80's Hip Hop culture...-it was the street language, style, and consciousness of the
FPN that served as a bridge”6, a statement reinforced by Fab Five Freddy who
explains that Muslim "theology…[and] unique use of language had an indelible
impact on Hip Hop”7.

"The amount of Muslims in Hip Hop is enormous…even the people you
wouldn't think...[or] never would have tagged them back to Islam [sic],
somehow or another they were influenced by it"
 Manifest-One8

Alim,.(2006b)
Fricke-&-Ahearn,.(2002:26)
6 Simmons,.(2002)
7 Allāh,.(2010)
8 Norwegian-TV-(2008)
4
5
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As Hip Hop grew, it creatively reconstructed extensions of central Islamic precepts.
Harlem, Brooklyn, Queens, Bronx, and New Jersey in New York, were renamed
Mecca, Medina, Iraq, Pelan and New Jerus(alem), respectively9. FPN wordplay is
prevalent in the lyricism of Big Daddy Kane, Wu-Tang Clan, Mobb Deep, Talib Kweli
(Black Star), Erykah Badu, Poor Righteous Teachers, Andre 3000 (Outkast), Brand
Nubian, Queen Latifah, Ladybug Mecca (Digable Planets), and many more. Yet, much
of the FPN vocabulary resists simple comprehension, often shrouded in abstract
metaphors, cryptic similes, and esoteric references to Islamic theosophy and panAfrican nationalism10. Fundamental to decoding the abstruse yet compelling
ascendancy of Islam in rap, is a basic understanding of the core convictions of NoI
and FPN theology, namely the notions of "Supreme Mathematics", and the "Supreme
Alphabet".

Clarence 13X was heavily influenced by the Rosicrucians and believed the
manipulation or "breaking down" of numbers was key to revealing man's
relationship with the universe11. The FPN's development of Supreme Mathematics

Aidi,.(2004:107)
Miyakawa,.(2005:41)
11 Waite, A.E. (1887:408)
9

10
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finds precedent in ancient Muslim numerology, astronomy, and cosmology 12, with
the number '7' being especially significant, signifying "God" and appearing at the
centre of the FPN flag. This numerology envelops FPN lyricism, often presenting
internal sums, added meanings, relaying calendar dates, referencing significant
weights and measurements, or applying symbolic values13. As FPN rapper Nas asks
AZ:

[N]:
[A]:
[N]:
[A]:

What's today's mathematics?
Al 'Humdulillāh
Allāhu Akbar!
God is the greatest!14

The title 'Five Percent' itself stems from the belief that 85% of the population are
subjugated by 10%  the blue-eyed white devils and "bloodsuckers of the poor",
who coerce and manipulate the masses to their will. The remaining 5% are the
enlightened "poor righteous teachers" who understand their black divinity and have
become God manifest, as cogently articulated by Wu-Tang Clan:

North,.(1994:Chp8-&-9)
Miyakawa,.(2005:54)
14 AZ-feat.-Nas-(2002)-"Essence"
12
13
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"Then you got the Five Percent,
Who are the poor righteous teachers,
Who do not believe in the teachings of the ten percent,
Who are all wise and know who the true and living god is,
And teach that the true and living god IS!
A supreme being black man from Asia"
 Poppa-Wu-Freedom-Allāh15

Consequentially, Sunni Muslims see FPN as blasphemous and munāfiqūn
(hypocrites), accusing them of šhirk (polytheism) and contradicting tawḥīd
(monotheism) that Allāh is wāḥid (one) and aḥad (unique). Responding to the
accusation of heterodoxy Talib Kweli elaborates:

"Any situation where you have a young black man call himself 'god', in a
society that tells him he's nothing, that's a way for him to empower
himself...every time I get on stage, that's a prayer. Everything I get in the
studio, that's a prayer. My prayer is practical, it's not kneeling and being
submissive, and begging and pleading...it's actually speaking through
God, through the gift that God has given me, and that's making music"
 Talib Kweli16

15
16

Wu-Tang-Clan,.(1997a)-"Wu-Revolution"
Norwegian-TV-(2008)
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A comparable response is espoused by 'old school' rappers Ice Cube, Da Lench Mob
and MC Ren (NWA) who describe themselves as "natural Muslim[s]". Ice Cube
acknowledges his belief system is "not good enough" for traditionalists, joking that
he is "an outlaw even when it comes to religion"17. Whilst Sunni Muslims greet one
another with "as-salāmu alaykum" (peace be upon you), FPN say "Peace God", as
heard during an exchange between Wu-Tang-Clan members Raekwon and Shyheim:

[R]:
[S]:
[R]:
[S]:

Peace God!
Peace to the Gods!
How you God?
Studyin' one-twenty right now [120 Supreme Wisdom Lessons].
Call me back at the God Hour [7 o'clock]18

The enduring influence of Islam infuses Hip Hop parlance, such as the affirmations
"word" or "word-is-bond", the phrases "break-it-down" (revealing hidden
meanings), and "off the dome", (freestyle/improvise), which are all FPN expressions.
So too are the greetings "peace" and "wha'sup G?" (often mistaken as 'gangster', but
meaning God). Aspirational idioms such as "represent" ,"keep-it-real", and referring
to a youth/peer as "Star" all have their origins in FPN. Whereas 'the cipher' has
become commonly known as a circle of MCs exchanging lyrics, it was appropriated

17
18

ibid.
Wu-Tang-Clan,.(1997b)-"The-Projects"
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from “building-in-the-cipher”, the practice of forming a circle whilst a God was
“dropping-science” (imparting FPN wisdom)19.

Today, some of the world's most popular artists are Sunni Muslims, exposing fans to
core Islamic precepts like salat (prayer), zakat (alms) and the shahada (declaration
of faith). Sunni rappers  including groups Jurassic 5 and The Roots, and artists,
Lupe Fiasco, Manifest One, Mos Def, and Busta Rhymes  present Islam through
subtle reference to key beliefs, dignitaries, and religious observance. Lupe Fiasco
proudly pronounces his faith on 'Muhammad Walks', the polemic rebuttal to Kanye
West's 'Jesus Walks' and, commenting on his own faith, Busta Rhymes states:

"I've been involved with Islam since I was a child...-It was something that
I felt, you know, I identified with. A lot of who I was, and what I was in
that culture [sic]"
 Busta-Rhymes20

Similarly, when explaining opening 'Fear Not of Man' with the blessing "Bishmillah ir
Rahman it Raheem", Mos Def comments on the interlacing of Sunni Islam and rap:

19
20

Miyakawa,.(2005:41-72)
ibid.
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"I had been advised that when you do works that go out to the public ─
written works or spoken works ─ that you should bless them like
that…The spiritual level just puts a seal on it…I'm making an effort to
reach Allāh with this, and insha'allāh [God willing], my efforts will be
accepted"  Mos-Def21

Afro-Islamic Continuities
Rap music maintains African traditions of call-and-response, poetry, and
storytelling atop heterogeneous instrumental layering and polyrhythmic percussion
patterning22. FPN rapper Wise Intelligent (Poor Righteous Teachers) explains that
"many of our ancestors were poets. Imhotep, who built the first step pyramid. The
pharaoh Akhenaton, he was a poet. The Prophet Muhammad even wrote poetry.
This is our blood"23. This continuity is recognised by Nas in his vivid account of panAfricanism:

"We are the morning after,

Alim,.(2001)
Miyakawa,.(2005:139)
23 Spady-&-Eure,.(1991)
21
22
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The make-shift youth the slave-ship captured,
Our Diaspora is the final chapter,
The ancestral lineage, built pyramids,
America's first immigrants,
The King's sons and daughters from our waters,
The first architects, the first philosophers,
Astronomers, the first prophets and doctors was us!"
 Nas24

To gain a more nuanced understanding of the crossover with Islamic oral traditions,
exploring how and why messages conveyed through rap resonate so effectively, one
must step back from the narrower analysis, and place oneself amongst the
"transitioning ethnoscapes" of the enslaved Sahelian Muslims of former Senegambia,
tuning into the topography of sounds brought to America by these communities25.
Diouf26 astutely observes the correlations between the oral and rhythmic
idiosyncrasies of African-American slave songs, and Islam's adhān (call to prayer)
and anāshīd (chants) through the linguistic practice of melisma or delivering
"several notes to a single lyrical syllable and wavy intonation"27 which utilise the
"same ornamental notes [and] tortuously elongated sounds"28.

Nas-&-Damian-Marley-feat.-K'naan,.(2010)-"Africa-Must-Wake-Up"
Appadurai,.(1990:1-24);-Lakhani,.(2007:3)
26 Diouf,.(1998;2012)
27 Muhammad,.(2010)
28 Diouf,.(1998;2012)
24
25
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Further, the literary parallels between rap's lyrical construction, its linguistic mode
of delivery, and the manner in which the Qurʼān was revealed to the Prophet
Muhammad  orally and via rhymed prose  have distinctive commonalities and
should be acknowledged29. Eman-Tai30 further notes how "traditional books of law
and philosophy in Islam were written in poetry, and students memorize[d] them
with drums...just like rapping". Rappers themselves regularly draw equivalences
with Islamic oral traditions such as tajwīd (elocution), fasl (division) and wasl
(linking of words/sentences) within tarteel (Qurʼānic recitation). The congruence of
these traditions are clearly described by Mos Def:

"The reason that people are able to be hafiz [memorise the Qurʼān] is
because the entire Qurʼān rhymes; Bis-millah Al-Rahman Al-Rahim, Alhamdulillahi Rabb Al-Alameen…any sūrah [chapter/verse] you could
name; Qul-huwaAllāhu-ahad, Allāhu-samud. Lam-yalidwa lam yulad
wa lam yakun lahu kufwan ahad…there's a rhyme scheme to all of it" 31.

There are further similarities between the often obscure metaphysical matrix of rap
 such as in the lyricism of RZA aka. RulerZig-Zag-ZigAllāh (Wu-Tang Clan)  and
classical Sufi masters such as Ibn ʿArabī (1165-1240AD), who presented their
teachings disguised in ambulating language and complex symbolism, offering

Alim,.(2005:264-266)
Liu,.(2005)
31 Alim,.(2001)
29
30
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privileged knowledge to those able to decode its obscurity32. In a discussion about
this figurative and metaphoric wordplay, JT-the-Bigga-Figga draws on his own
Qurʼānic understanding:

"Like with Allāh, how he'll describe his prophets as moonlight…he
speaks in metaphoric phasing. Where [in Qurʼān 25:45-60] he'll say the
clouds, when they swell up heavy, and the water goes down to the earth
[sic]…and the Disbelievers, how they [are] dry land and the sun's
scorching it."
 JT-the-Bigga-Figga 33

Trans-Atlantic Rap and the Global Hip Hop Ummah
When Afrika Bambaata launched the Zulu Nation in 1973, expanding across
North America, Europe, Asia and the sub-Continent in the 1980s, rap spread "from
the margins to the mainstream"34. As Hip Hop transmitted its unique look, sound,
and style across Spain, Italy, Germany, France and Britain, Islam's entrenched
cultural agency was exported also35. A number of scholars including Boucher36

Hirtenstein,.(1999)
Alim,.(2005)
34 Alim,.(2006b:49)
35 Stapleton,.(1998:219-34);-Toop,.(1999)
36 Bourcher,.(1998)
32
33
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(France), Willis37 (UK), Sansone38 (Netherlands), and Schneider39 (Germany) have
pointed to the trans-Atlantic "emancipation" of rap from its U.S. blueprint to its
European model40. Although America and Europe are historically, politically, and
economically distinct, Hip Hop was rapidly adopted, absorbed, and transformed into
numerous trans-Atlantic manifestations41.

European Hip Hop scenes mainly developed within immigrant urban settings, with
certain cities becoming especially significant to particular national scenes, such as
Paris and Marseille (France), Hamburg and Berlin (German), Madrid and Barcelona
in (Spain), and London and Birmingham (Britain). French rap was initially almost
completely a product of Muslim artists of Arab and African origin, in Germany
rappers were predominantly of Turkish ancestry, in Spain principally African, and in
Britain largely of Jamaican and Pakistani descent.

The identification and representation of culture is, in of itself, a complex
phenomenon, constructed from multiple sources and perspectives. According to

Willis,.(1990)
Sansone,.(1995)
39 Schneider,.(1997)
40 Scholaz,.(2003)
41 Wood,.(2009:186)
37
38
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Lull42, defining new "cultural territory" is a multifaceted process, involving: first,
extraction and/or export of cultural patterns from their original context; secondly,
amalgamation and arbitration with local cultural forms; thirdly, integration of
cultural mosaics as integral societal components. Crucial to the assimilation of new
cultural patterns is the acquisition of culture ("trans-culturation"), the consolidation
of 'foreign' with 'familiar' ("hybridization"), and domestic identification with hybrid
cultural expressions ("indigenization"). This process is evident in the evolution of
transnational Hip Hop scenes, which create an aural range of voices and a polyglot
of hybrid sounds, styles, and cultural expressions which incorporate native,
international, and hereditary themes  or to misquote Rakim  it is about where
you're from, but also where you're at43.

Islamic rap describes international and domiciliary struggles in local languages and
dialects, yet is aware of its history and capable of traversing locality in multidirectional flows44. Understanding new cultural territories and recognising "distant
relatives"45, feeds into Gilroy's concept of the "Black Atlantic"46. Here the
reconstruction and recuperation of visible diasporan cultures which "transcend

Lull,.(1995)
Eric-B-&-Rakim,.(1990)-'In-The-Ghetto'
44 ibid.
45 Nas-&-Damian-Marley-feat.-K'naan,.(2010)-"Africa-Must-Wake-Up"
46 Gilroy,.(1993)
42
43
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nation-states" affords an appreciation of both Hip Hop's global reach and its
resonance amongst the Muslim diaspora. The Prophet envisaged an ummat almuʼminīn, or umma, a supranational Muslim commonwealth, where citizenship was
defined by religion not nation-state borders. Alim47 explains how both the Hip Hop
and Muslim diasporas have been simultaneously "transnational" and "connective".
Separately referred to as "youth's global village"48, the "Hip Hop Global Hood"49, and
the "Global Hip Hop Nation"50, Hip Hop, like the umma, functions as an international
network of 'believers' professing 'nationhood' through cultural, ideological, and
aural means with an identifiable sha'b (common ancestry)51. This has been called
the "transglobal Islamic underground"52, but is more accurately described as the
"transglobal Hip Hop umma"53.

Cooke-&-Lawrence,.(2005:1-28)
Perkins,.(1996)
49 Osumare,.(2002)
50 Alim,.(2005:264-266)
51 Alim,.(2006b:45)
52 Swendenburg,.(2002)
53 Alim,.(2005:264-266)
47
48
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CHAPTER THREE
ACTIVISM

Rap Ontology and Mobilisation
Music has always united and mobilised people behind social movements. As
far back as scholars have studied popular music as political protest, it has been
acknowledged that "social movements expressed through song…shape and force the
moulding of public opinion"1. Songs therefore, have significant cognitive agency,
playing an important role in the process of cultural and ideological (re)definition2,
and developing solidarity. It appeals to and reinforces common values and
identities, and reaches a broad range of audiences other political activity cannot3. As
Martin Luther King noted, "they invigorate...songs serve to give unity to a
movement"4.

Merriam,.(1964:208);-Lewis,.(1985)
Roy,.(2010)
3 Lewis,.(1985)
4 Denisoff,.(1968)
1
2
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Research under the banner of the sociology of music seeks to understand the social
performance, audition, discussion, and reaction to music, drawing on assumptions
about socio-musical expression, and the impact upon social constructs such as race,
gender, religion, and class,5. In the context of resistance and protest such discussions
go beyond epistemological debates regarding symbolic interactionism, identitybased theory, or network analysis, and approach philosophical questions about
what music truly is. More ontological still is the "embeddedness" of music as
indivisible from the social activity of which it is part6. Music therefore, is not so
much a 'thing' as a social activity, an "abstraction of the action" 7, and it is from this
starting point that the analysis of rap as a form of conflict, protest, and mobilisation
resides.

Verbal Mujahidin and al-Jihād bil-Lisan
Protest, dissent, and activism are central to Hip Hop, adding rap to a long list
of politically charged music genres emerging concomitant to countercultural
movements responding to subjugation, struggle, or social exclusion. Just as Jazz has
been linked to segregation, and Rhythm 'n' Blues to the civil rights movement, the

Roy,.(2010)
Bohlman,.(1999)
7 Small,.(1998:2)
5
6
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neo-liberalism, urban deprivation, and hedonistic nihilism of America's postindustrial inner cities provided the inimical climate to which Hip Hop was the
retort8. Consequently, as a counterculture, Hip Hop is both an expression of, and
response to, social plight. It represents the lineage and contemporary voice of
dissent, targeting social ills including poverty, racism, disempowerment,
discrimination, and miseducation9.

Islamic rap is unavoidably political. When Keith Leblanc first spliced Malcolm X into
his 1983 track "No Sell-Out"10, rap's obsession with the NoI Minister as a symbol of
resistance began. Reflecting on his own childhood in the NoI, DJ Hi-Tek (Reflection
Eternal) explains: "that's what got me to being the next generation soldier"11.
Understanding rap as an expression of struggle is particularly significant when one
considers that Fuqaha (Muslim jurists) define four kinds of

jihād fī sabīlillāh

(struggle in the cause of Allāh), of which jihād bil-lisan (struggle of the tongue)
relates to speaking truth, calling for justice, and verbally disseminating Islam12.
Muslim rappers have been described as "verbal mujahidin"13 or "prophet[s] of

Knight,.(2007)
Rose,.(1994)
10 Keith-Leblanc,.(1983)-"No-Sell-Out"
11 interview-cited-in-Alim,.(2006:52)
12 Khadduri,.(1955:56)
13 ibid.;-Alim,.(2006b: 45)
8
9
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rage"14, creating a discursive struggle against oppression through their "jihad of
words"15.

These dominant themes underpin much of what NoI rappers Public Enemy
represented. Dressed in paramilitary fatigues, their fierce condemnation of police
brutality, corporate exploitation, and racial division depicted an era marked by
Reaganomics, crack-cocaine, HIV/AIDS, and political disillusionment. The selfdefining album "Fear of The Black Planet" epitomises rap's revolutionary rhetoric,
calling for resistance, demanding that governments "give us what we need", and
promoting social activism. Set in the "immediate future tense, in a condition of
permanently impending insurrection"16, their unapologetic tirade combines
liberation with "brutal thoughts"17. Similar rhetoric is found on Rakim's "Know the
Ledge"18, where he exclaims he is "in control of many like Ayatollah Khomeini...[and]
at war a lot, like Anwar Sadat".

Floyd-Thomas,.(2003:52)
ibid.
16 Stubbs,.(2010)
17 Sandow,.(1990)
18 Rakim,.(1992)-"Know-The-Ledge"
14
15
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Predating the earliest of political MCs were the 1960s group The Last Poets, whose
founding members  Umar Bin Hassan, Jalal Nurridin, and Suliman El Hadi  are
widely acknowledged as the original black poet activists and "prototype rappers"19.

"You'll know it's revolution,
Because there won't be no commercials.
When the revolution comes."
 The-Last-Poets20

Equally influential during this period was World Heavyweight Champion and
convert Muhammad Ali (né Cassius Clay). Ali's faith and political defiance, coupled
with his comically brazen poetry and conscientious objection to the Vietnam-War
saw his rebellious stature engrained, later expressed by Lauryn-Hill:

"The man's got a God complex,
But take the text and change the picture,
Watch Muhammad play the messenger,
Like Holy Muslim scriptures,
Take orders from only God,
Only war when it's Jihad"
 Lauryn-Hill21

Mohaiemen,.(2008)
The-Last-Poets,.(1970)-"When-The-Revolution-Comes"
21 Fugees-feat.-Busta-Rhymes,-John-Forté,-Q-Tip-(1997)-"Rumble-in-the-Jungle"
19
20
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Rap's al-jihād bil-lisan carries over into more overt political activism. Paraphrasing
the Qurʼān at a public rally against the NYPD, Mos Def rallied; "to everyone who
speaks against oppression, I say; fear not! Allāh is [the] best of judges!"22. In 2013,
Mos Def also volunteered to undergo the standard operating procedure for forcefeeding hunger strikers detainees at Guantánamo Bay23. Describing his personal
mission as a Muslim rapper, he explains:

"It's about speaking out against oppression wherever you can. If that's
going be in Bosnia or Kosovo or Chechnya or places where Muslims are
being persecuted…-then Islam has an interest in speaking out against it,
because we're charged to be the leaders of humanity."
 Mos Def 24

Anti-subordination, resistance, and activism are also reflected in the Hip Hop
movements of Canada, Japan, South Africa, Cuba, Brazil, and Palestine25.
Approximating a "post-colonial resistance force", Hip Hop can be seen as a "social
insurgency" in which rap or "guerrilla funk"26, is conceived as a palimpsest of
ideological weaponry, targeting the socio-political ills of the present, while drawing
on the revolutionary inspirations of the past.

Alim,.(2006a:47)
Reprieve,.(2013)
24 Alim,.(2001)
25 Khan,.(2007)
26 Toop,.(1999);-Khan,.(2007)
22
23
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9/11 and Generation M
One of the most clichéd phrases in security studies is "after 9/11".
Nonetheless, we can say unequivocally that the reaction to the events in New York
brought new realities for all Muslims. Firstly, the bloody wars of Afghanistan and
Iraq, to many, came to symbolise U.S. neo-orientalism and the West's persecution of
Muslims27. Secondly, the erosion of civil liberties and corpus delicti, represented by
the Patriot Act, 'special registrations', Guantánamo Bay, Abū Ghraib, 'extraordinary
renditions', and no-fly lists, underscores grievances28.

Once the domain of African-American Islam, in the post-9/11 era a new generation
of Sunni Muslim MCs has emerged, including Arab, Asian, African, French, German,
and British Muslim rappers. Artists like Capital D, After Hijrah 11:59, Arab Legion,
Sons of Hagar, Divine Styler, Halal Styles, Iron Crescent, Jamil Mustafa, Kenny
Muhammad, Mujahideen Team, Native Deen, the Hammer Brothers, Iron Triangle,
and Young Messengerrzz have become the contemporary voice of the transnational
Hip Hop umma. This "Generation M" discusses oppression, alienation, and the

27
28

Tuastad,.(2003);-Boubekeur,.(2008)
Mohaiemen,.(2008)
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attrition of liberty, adopting a more assertive religiosity. They adhere to more
traditionalist views, whilst retaining the tenor of protest and resistance29.

"My own country is trying to get rid of me,
Got no shoulder to lean on and I ain't crying neither,
It's the Arab hunting season,
And I ain't leavin'!"
 Sons-of-Hagar 30

The Beastie Boys' "To the Five Boroughs"31 is the post-9/11 call for citizens to
demand change from their government, critiquing U.S. involvement in foreign affairs
and reaching beyond simple proclamations of anger to a more contextualised
understanding of the atrocity32. Lupe Fiasco has also directly connected the “root
causes of terrorism”33 with U.S. foreign policy, but many go further. Chomsky's
allegation that "the world regards Washington as a terrorist regime"34 and that the
government orchestrated 9/11 to further nefarious ends is commonplace, starkly
illustrated by an exchange between Mos Def and Jadakiss on the track "Bin Laden"35:

ibid.
Sons-of-Hagar-(2004)-"INSurrection"
31 The-Beastie-Boys-(2004)-"To-The-5-Boroughs"
32 Gengaro,.(2009)
33 Fiasco,.(2011)
34 Chomsky,.(2007)
35 Immortal-Technique-&-Mos-Def-feat.-Chuck-D,-KRS-One,-Jadakiss,.(2005)-"Bin-Laden-(remix)"
29
30
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Bin Laden didn't blow up the projects, it was you nigger! Tell the
truth nigger!
Bush knocked down the towers!
Tell the truth nigger!

When considering conspiracist rap, it important to remember that protest music can
be a capricious force. There is a thin line between persuasion and cajolement,
between explanation and misdirection36. Nonetheless, Hip Hop remains a respected
arena for credible political activism, often reflecting a wider disillusionment with
American economic, domestic, and foreign policy.

Lowkey, an Anglo-Iraqi rapper, is a vocal opponent of U.S./Israeli collaboration,
known for his pro-Palestinian activism. His track "Long Live Palestine (Pt2)"37
features Palestinian group DAM, Anglo-Palestinian soloist Shadia Mansour, Iraqi
rapper The Narcicyst, Iranian MCs Hich Kas and Reveal, Syrian-Lebanese artist
Eslam Jawaad, and African-American Hasan Salaam. Lowkey donated the profits
from records sale to Islamic Relief following the 2008-2009 Gaza offensive which
left 1,400 Palestinians dead38.

36

Hendy,.(2013b);-Khan,.(2007)

37Lowkey-feat.-D.A.M,-The-Narcicyst,-Shadia-Mansour,-Reveal,-Hasan-Salaam,-Hich-Kas,-Eslam-

Jawaad-(2011a)-"Long-Live-Palestine-pt.2"
38 al-Mughrabi,.(2012)
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"This is for Palestine, Ramallah, West-Bank, Gaza,
It's about time we globalized the intifada [uprising],
Listen close, I've got six words for Obama,
Long live Palestine! Long live Gaza!"
 Lowkey39
Coining the phrase "nothing is more anti-Semitic than Zionism", Lowkey references
the oft-neglected fact that Arabs are themselves Semites, drawing parallels between
Zionism and fascism40. Lowkey states it is not about whether you are a Muslim,
Christian, or Jew, as everyone "still die[s] when you bomb their schools and
hospitals", expanding:

"They say it's religion, when clearly it isn't,
It's not just Muslims that oppose your imperialism:
Is Hugo Chavez a Muslim? Nah, I didn't thinks so,
Is Castro a Muslim? Nah, I didn't think so."
 Lowkey41
The lyrical intifada of Muslim rappers was also influential during the Arab Spring. In
Tunisia, rappers Armada Bizerta and Laky captured the revolutionary spirit in their
commemorative track to Mohamed Bouazizi, the man who figuratively and literally
catalysed mass demonstrations after setting himself alight in protest42. An Egyptian

39Lowkey-feat.-D.A.M,-The-Narcicyst,-Shadia-Mansour,-Reveal,-Hasan-Salaam,-Hich-Kas,-Eslam-

Jawaad,-(2011a)-"Long-Live-Palestine-pt.2"
40 Lowkey,.(2011bc);-McIntyre,.(2011)
41 Lowkey,.(2011b)-"Terrorist"
42 Pennycook,.(2007)
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group fronted by Omar Offendum also released the track “#Jan25”, exclaiming: “I
heard ‘em say the revolution won’t be televised…[but] Al Jazeera proved ‘em wrong,
Twitter has ‘em paralyzed”43.

Another rapper, El General, reached international notoriety after “Rais Lebled" (Mr.
President) became the unofficial anthem of the Tunisian uprising; the song was
banned, his website and mobile phone blocked, and himself imprisoned.
Nonetheless, “Rais Lebled" was replayed at protests throughout Tunisia, Egypt, and
Bahrain, as well as at solidarity marches in New York and London44. Time magazine
named El-General one of the “100 Most Influential People of 2011”, dedicating their
cover story to “Rage, Rap and Revolution”45. The embedded affinity between Islam
and Hip Hop galvanised protestors, with rap becoming the "universal
language...voice of the people"46.

Omar-Offendum-feat.-The-Narcicyst,-Freeway,-Amir-Sulaiman,-&-Ayah,.(2011)-"#Jan25"
Walt,.(2011)
45 Ghosh,.(2011)
46 Aidi,.(2011:25-26)
43
44
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CHAPTER FOUR
EXTREMISM

From Gangsta Rap to Sonic Jihad
Whether one takes hyperbolic claims of directly inciting "immediate lawless
action"; the numerous attempts by victims of crime to sue artists and record labels;
the allegation that the glorification of criminality, homophobia, and misogyny is
symptomatic of "society's aesthetic and moral decay"; or the high profile murders of
Scott-La-Rock, Big L, Tupac Shakur, Biggie Smalls, and Jam Master Jay; 'gangsta rap'
is the most notorious and fiercely debated manifestation of violence within Hip
Hop47. The relationship between rap and other forms of violent extremism has not
been subjected to the same scrutiny, however.

It is often incorrectly assumed that Islamist extremists only hail from orthodox
religious background such as Salafism or Wahabism, and therefore do not listen to,
let alone produce, haram rap music. As we have seen, Hip Hop is an important

47

Giovacchini,.(1999);-Hilburn,.(1997)
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source of identity (re)formation and a means to assert or reclaim uniqueness in the
face of social invisibility. Rap can be seen as a means of articulating cultural
coalescence, discussing 'glocal' experiences, while "bridging a gap between
cultures"48. To pose Hip Hop and Islamism as diametrically opposed, is to overly
simplify the hybridity of cultural territories, ignoring the dense and complex
relationship Islam and Hip Hop enjoys. Islamists listen to Hip Hop, and rappers with
Islamist sympathies abound49.

Terrorism and Hate Rap
In 2006, an online jihadist sympathiser named "SonicJihad" after the rapper
Paris' 2003 album  posted a video on multiple internet message forums and
chatrooms. The montage of clips from the videogame Battlefield 2, was edited
alongside insurgency footage and scenes from the satirical movie Team America50.
Reported as an al-Qāʿida attempt to reach Western audiences, the incident was
included in the U.S. House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence hearing on
"Terrorist Use of the Internet"51.

Neate,.(2003:20)
Aidi,.(2011)
50 Chang,.(2005:407)
51 Losh,.(2009:15-19);-Khan,.(2007)
48
49
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One of the first extremist rap groups to effectively utilise the internet as a tool of
mass dissemination was Los Angeles based Soldiers of Allāh (now Muslim Studio).
Labelled 'Islamofascist' rap, tracks such as "Jihad"52 plead for angels to "chop off the
kuffārs [unbelievers] heads", while on "Bring Back Islam"53 it demands Muslims
"take a stand" and "put Khilafah [caliphate] back on the map…[and]re-establish
Islam to rule all". Muslims should not "recognise any law or system but the Islamic
one", they exclaim, "any system other than Islam is null and void”. Founder Baba Ali

claims never to have advocated extremism, yet given his lyrics below, and the fact
that prior to rebranding themselves one could view Hizb ut-Tahrir press releases via
their website, Ali's claim is somewhat disingenuous:

"I'm fighting for my Lord!
I'm chopping kuffārs up like Ali with his double bladed sword,
Allāh is my shield!
Either I'm'a live to see my sweet, or I'm'a die on the battlefield,
Insha-Allāh! Get slaughtered and be a martyr,
In jihad fighting for my God, I support the word of Allāh,
Allāhu Akbar is my war hola!"
 Soldiers-of-Allāh54

Soldiers-of-Allāh,.(2001)-"Jihad"
Soldiers-of-Allāh, (2001)-"Bring-Back-Islam"
54 Soldiers-of-Allāh, (2001)-"Jihad"
52
53
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Bosnian rapper Genocide is another extremist rapper, releasing records on his label
Terrorize. He delivers chilling accounts of escaping ethnic cleansing in Zvornik, and
on his memorial track "Srebrenica (Never Again)"55 charges the United-Nations with
wilful blindness of Serbian war crimes. His track "Mujahedeen Chronicles"56
describes the radicalisation of an al-Qāʿida militant, following the murder of his
family by coalition forces. Genocide admits regretting he "didn't lock and load right
from the start", "pray[s] for martyrdom", and taunts listeners as to how they "plan
to enter the struggle". Featuring artist Abu Nurah declares that "Zionist bombs, they
murdered my mom, and my father was a šahīd [martyr] died with a gun in his
palm"57. The most seditious content is found on the track "War on Terrorism"
where, referencing Malcolm X*, Genocide states:
"When we [Muslims] get killed they [UN] don't wanna intervene,
Grozny in Chechnya know what I mean,
Still, we'll get help from the Mujahedeen,
They'll cut off your hands and wipe the blade clean.
They combat, for Islam and the Jihad,
The only comrades, in the war that we have,
...invade our country, but we'll strike back,
*by any means, like a bomb in a backpack!"
 Genocide58

Genocide,.(2008)-"Srebrenica-(Never-Again)"
Genocide-feat.-Abu-Nurah,.(2009)-"Mujahedeen-Chronicles"
57 ibid.
58 Genocide,-(2008)-"War-on-Terrorism"
55
56
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Award winning Tunisian-German rapper Bushido  who has sold more than 1.5
million albums in Germany alone  angered many with his photo shoot, posing with
an Uzi alongside his lyrics “I am a Taliban…-I have set your city on fire”. Denis
Mamadou-Cuspert has been the source of even greater concern for the German
authorities. Cuspert (formerly Deso Dogg) was an acclaimed German gangsta rapper
who previously toured with DMX. In 2010, Cuspert reinvented himself as a radical
preacher and singer of anāshīd (Islamic chants), claiming "allegiance to Mullah
Muhammad Omar [Osama-bin-Laden], emir of the Taliban". Videos of his anāshīd
circulated via online chatrooms and message forums have made Cuspert celebrated
amongst European Islamists. German authorities claim Arid Uka  who fatally shot
two American airmen at Frankfurt airport in 2011  was inspired by Cuspert and
reportedly had his numerous raps and anāshīd on his iPod59.

The Antiterrorism Unit of the European Organization for Security and Co-operation
correctly identify Cuspert as an influential Islamist personality who incites violence
and praises terrorist acts, recognising that "after establishing rapport through
music, he introduced radical ideology to an audience already receptive to him”60.

59
60

Mekhennet,.(2011)
ibid.
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When considering Islamist rap, France is particularly noteworthy. Not merely for
containing the largest Muslim population in Western Europe at 4.7 million61  with
the Parisian population circa 1.7 million62  but because France is also home the
largest Hip Hop scene outside America. Recent civil unrest in retaliation for
perceived state discrimination and “official blindness to all racial and ethnic
differences”63, prompted Craig Stephenson, the U.S. Ambassador during the 2005
Paris riots, to claim France's cultural assimilation model had imploded due to “the
failure of white Christian France to view its dark-skinned and Muslim compatriots
as citizens”64.

The French Sunni rapper Médine presents himself as a response to such
polarisation, delivering an uncompromising critique of neo-colonialism, the War on
Terror, and societal segregation. He forcefully denounces injustices against
Palestinian, Iraqi, Afghani, Chechnyan, and French Muslims, his videos graphically
depicting riots, war, and torture. His condemnation of French integration policy is
also vivid, framing the disillusionment of urban youth in the wake of Western

Pew-Report,.(2010)
The-Economist,.(2008)
63 Aidi,.(2011:32-33)
64 ibid.
61
62
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imperialism and its colonial past. A point he expands upon in his 2005 Time
magazine article written in the immediate aftermath of the Parisian banlieue riots:

"People like me  the descendants of immigrants, whether Arab, black or
Asian  are turning to our roots and embracing our heritage…returning
to religion as they start searching for their own identities, faith is
becoming the difference…But I was born and raised in France. I've been
a citizen since birth. How much more French can I be?...Those problems
exploded last week, unleashing the long-held resentment of people who
feel unwanted, scorned and swept into the margins... there are millions
like me. We live here, and we're not going anywhere."
 Médine 65

Médine's position is defiant, radical, and often aggressive, yet as with the lyricism of
Lowkey, there is a certain empirical reality about much of what is being expressed.
When considering violent extremism and “Muslim hate rap” however, the British
experience is perhaps the most striking66. In 2004, Sheikh Terra and the Soul Salah
Crew drew the attention of the British Home Office by releasing the track “Dirty
Kuffār"67. The online video, delivered by balaclava sporting men with firearms, calls
on the mu'minun [believers] to "kill the crusaders" and splices together imagery
from Iraq, Afghanistan, Palestine and Chechnya. It praises al-Qāʿida and Osama-bin-

Medine,.(2005)
Swedenburg,.(2010)
67 Sheikh-Terra-&-the-Soul-Salah-Crew,.(2004)-“Dirty-Kuffār"
65
66
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Laden, and denounces George W.-Bush, Tony Blair, Ariel Sharon, Husni Mubarak and
King ‘AbdAllāh as “dirty infidels". The 2006 album art from “All Is War” by
FunDaMental portrayed the Statue of Liberty hooded and bound like an Abu
Ghraib prisoner, with the song “Che Bin Pt.2” likening Osama bin Laden to
revolutionary Che Guevara68.

Blakstone are another London based group of Islamist rappers who first became
popular circa 2005/6, but maintain a strong following today69. Like Soldiers of Allāh
in the U.S., they released their songs online and established a core following through
their defiant and unapologetic lyrics. The group's self-defined motivation is to
expose the "ongoing slaughter" of Muslims, describing their music as a "rally cry" to
inspire "the youth of Islam to carry the call for Islam to be re-instated in all its glory"
by appealing to those "the Imams can't reach"70. The patent anger of Blakstone is
unequivocal. On the track "Scared of Me"71 they state, "I won't bow down, I won't
back down, I won't apologise for hating you", posing the question, "my brothers
bones and headstones line the horizon, now you're asking why I despise them?", and

68

Aidi,.(2011:32-33)

69In-March-2013-the-author-can-attest-to-Blakstone-tracks-being-publicly-played-at-an-U21-

community-sports-event-in-Haringey,-North-London.
70 Muslimhiphop.com,.(2013)
71 Blakstone,.(2005c)-"Scared-of-Me"
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threatening that if the coalition "keep sending for back-up forces, we'll send them
back as corpses".

Blakstone appeal directly to their listeners, for example on the track "Why?"72 they
goad, "call yourself a Muslim? Now it's time to put in work". The use of plural
personal pronouns  to emphasise collective obligation and demarcate out-groups 
is presented alongside criticism of Muslim complacency, warning on "Tell Me"73 that
"while we're debating, they're taking up more land…they're taking us all out!" and
praising those willing to "die for Islam". On "Apologises"74 Blakstone describe how
"the West is expanding in stealth…-bringing drama and death", opposing
multiculturalism and calling on British Muslims to have "no hesitation in rejecting
calls for integration":

"As they cook up a plot, in the melting pot, that simmers in Hell,
These damn crooks! They want us all shook,
On this secular thought, and caught up in the war.
Through magazines and books,
Pumping their Liberal filth and gook"
 Blakstone75

Blakstone,.(2007a)-"Why?"
Blakstone,.(2007b)-"Tell-Me"
74 Blakstone,.(2005b)-"Apologies"
75 ibid.
72
73
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Set to a cacophony of artillery fire and explosions, the track "Dark Dayz"76,
describes how Western "blasphemous demons" seek to murder, rape, and plunder
the Muslim world to impose the dhunub (sins) of manmade law. More direct
references to terrorism are found on "ConTest"77 which describes "duckin' and
dodgin'" Special Branch and UK counterterrorism laws. On "Rock Hard"78 Blakstone
praise Osama-bin-Laden as the "new found hero, of ground zero, [establishing] the
foundation of a nation" and promising the 9/11 hijackers eternal paradise as "Allāh
knows what you did". Further examples of Islamist rappers include Sniper (France),
Psycho M (Tunisia) and Lost Children of Babylon (U.S.)79.

Al-Ansary of the duo Lionz of Da Dezert has reportedly played venues ranging from
Oxford University to Wembley Arena80. On an untitled 2007 track he declares, "I was
born to be a soldier, Kalashnikov on my shoulder, peace to Hamas and Hezbollah,
that's the way of the lord Allāh...-we're Jihad through, defend my religion with the
holy sword"81. Al-Ansary is the eldest son of radical imam Abu Hamza al-Masri,
recently deported to America to face eleven charges including hostage taking,
conspiracy to establish an Islamist training camp, and incitement to violence.

Blakstone,.(2005a)-"Dark-Dayz"
Blakstone,.(2005d)-"ConTest"
78 Blakstone,.(2007c)-"Rock-Hard"
79 Aidi,.(2011)
80 Macadam,.(2007)
81 Lionz-of-Da-Dezert,.(2007)-[untitled-release]
76
77
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Jihadi Cool
A commentary on extremist rap cannot go without mentioning al-Shabaab’s
Omar Hammami. After joining the al-Qāʿida affiliated Somali militants in 2006,
Alabama-born Hammami attempted to recruit more Western Muslims to the cause
through half-a-dozen rap tracks, which extol the virtues of jihad whilst vilifying the
West82. Craving martyrdom and pledging to "wipe Israel off the globe", Hammami
exclaims:

“Land by land, and war by war,
Only gonna make our black flag soar.
Drip by drip, shot by shot,
Only gonna give us the death we sought”
 Omar-Hamammi83

On the 2011 track “Send Me A Cruise”84, Hammami affirms, “It ain’t do or die, it’s do
or paradise” and on the open invite “Make Jihad With Me”85 he calls on young
Western Muslims to join him, commanding “attack America now, martyrdom or

Severs-Millard,.(2012);-Siddique,.(2013)
Omar-Hamammi,.(2008a)-"Make-Jihad-With-Me"
84 Omar-Hammami,.(2008b)-“Send-Me-A-Cruise”
85 Omar-Hammami,.(2008a)-"Make-Jihad-With-Me"
82
83
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victory”. Hammami's contributions have been widely mocked as incompetently
constructed and delivered in a "toneless drone"86. Whilst farcical  condemned by
al-Shabaab themselves as the "narcissistic pursuit of fame"87 and written off by most
analysts as a recruitment tool  what practitioners and scholars often fail to credit
Hammami for is the attempted exploitation of Hip Hop to market Islamism to
Western audiences. Indeed, the 'politics of cool' are one of the stranger phenomena
to emerge from Islamism. As Stern88 notes, many "first and second generation
[Western] Muslim children" see jihadist militancy as fashionable. Just as association
with charismatic Islamist celebrity, escapist, and warrior-poet Abu Yahya al-Libi is
said to have made al-Qāʿida in vogue, the attempted utility of Hip Hop to promote
jihadism is shrewd89.

Islam is so pervasive in Hip Hop, that 'Islam-chic' iconography, philosophy, and
phrasing regularly appears in the work of non-Muslim artists. Rihanna's music video
“Hard”90, features the Qurʼānic verse to honour the dead; “we belong to Allāh and to
Him shall we return" (Sura Al-Baqara:156) displayed in a stylised war zone setting,
and OneWorldMagazine ran a cover depicting Lil Kim wearing lingerie, hosiery and

Ryan,.(2011)
Roggio,.(2012)
88 Stern,.(2010)
89 Halverson,.(2009);-Moss-&-Mekhennet,.(2008)
90 Rihanna-feat.-Jeezy,.(2009)-"Hard"
86
87
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niqab-esque facial attire91. In London, an unusual street fashion of growing beards,
sporting a kufi or tāqīyah (prayer caps) and/or wearing masbaha (prayer beads) is
observable, even among non-Muslims92. The appropriation and stylisation of Islam
in this manner may appear disingenuous, diaphanous, even distasteful, yet
demonstrates the magnetism of Islam among urban youth.

Non-Muslim rappers can be seen to reference Islam for a number of distinct
reasons: to demonstrate defiance, as with Cashtastic's line "they gave my boy nine
but he's gonna do [serve] five years, still Allāh's the only one that I fear"93; to
express aspiration beyond a life of criminality, as with Page's SBTV drop "it's deep in
the game when, you only love Allāh but you've been creeping with Satan"94; to claim
solidarity through a shared experience of oppression, as with Genesis Elijah's
vociferation "got the soul of a field nigger, setting fire to the barn, the fire of a
preacher, and the mind of an Imam, on the mic I'm King David [Dāwūd] reciting
through the psalms"95; or to demonstrate intellect beyond the "jāhil [ignorant]

Publigeekaire,.(2009);.Aidi,.(2004:121-122)
The-author-can-attest-to-this-phenomena-in-the-borough-of-Harringey,-North-London
93 English-Frank-&-Cashtastic-feat.-Don-Jaga-(2011)-"Forced-to-Ride"
94 Page,.(2012)-"S6:EP24"
95 Genesis-Elijah-feat.-Sibling-Jointz-(2012)-"Army"
91
92
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streets"96, as with English Frank's harangue that "in the Qurʼān is says we go from
sperm to baby, baby to man, old man from man, and we go right back to sand"97.

Some of the most explicitly extreme lyricism has come from non-Muslim rappers.
Activist, self-defined revolutionary, and former spokesperson for the Occupy Wall
Street movement Immortal Technique ferociously condemns neo-colonialism, the
military-industrial-complex and human rights violations, stating that America
"fucked the Middle East and gave birth to a demon [al-Qāʿida]"98. Despite his
philanthropic donations to build an orphanage in Afghanistan, critics point out that
his moral condemnation of bloodshed contradicts his music. The 2011 album "The
Martyr" depicts him armed in military fatigues and his earlier work threatens:

"You better watch what the fuck flies out o' your mouth,
Or I'm'a hijack a plane and fly it into your house,
Burn your apartment, with your family tied to the couch,
And slit your throat, so when you scream, only blood comes out."
 Immortal Technique99

Blakstone,.(2005b)
English-Frank,.(2011)-"100-Bars-of-Truth-pt.2"
98 Immortal-Technique,.(2003)-"4th-Branch"
99 Immortal-Technique,.(2003)-"Cause-of-Death"
96
97
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Another interesting example is the bleak, ultra-violent, prison movie "Offender"100.
This dystopian vision of gangland violence which portrays armed robbery,
egregious GBH, and murder set against the chaotic backdrop of a young offenders
institute during the 2011 London riots. Here both Hip Hop and Islam are
acknowledged as highly influential in the lives of inner-city youth. Non-Muslim MCs
Scorcher, G-FrSH, English Frank, and Mic Righteous not only star in the film and
provide the soundtrack, but also highlight and reinforce the eulogy and escapism
rap has for disenchanted urban youth. The importance of Islam is given primacy,
with senior gang members converting and taking their shaddah whilst in prison.
Offender's Muslims are not, however, portrayed as a placid, stoical prayer group.
Rather a powerful gang whose 'righteous rage' and reactionary violence is
vindicated.

The principles of resistance embedded in Hip Hop are responses to inequality and
oppression, and Islam can be considered both "a religion as well as a weapon of
protest and a means of self-definition"101. It is understandable then that both
cultures resonate with dispossessed communities. Hip Hop explicitly connects the
histories of the marginalised, and echoes their struggle as the articulation of those

100
101

Offender,.(2012)
Barboza,.(1993:14)
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excluded from full societal participation. If reggae, roots, and Rastafarianism
provided the music and cultural choice of peripheral communities three decades
ago, today, rap, Hip Hop, and Islam are the representation of disaffected peoples.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONSCIOUSNESS

With 34% under 16, the 2011 Census and earlier Labour Force Survey
revealed the youthful profile of Britain's 2.7 million Muslims, but also showed that
"31% of Muslims of working age…-had no qualifications at all". British-Muslims are
"the least likely to have degrees (or equivalent qualifications)", the highest of any
religious group1, and experience the highest male unemployment, with 16-24 year
olds experiencing the highest rates of all2. The effects of low socio-economic status,
educational underachievement, underemployment, and many other quantifiable
social exclusion and inequality indicators which the Joseph Rowntree Foundation
use to index social deprivation amongst Muslim populations, are also acutely
familiar to the Hip Hop community3. As Banjoko4 remarks, "Hip Hop came from the
streets, from the toughest neighbourhoods, and that's always where the Muslims
were". Consequentially, the acquisition, extension, and communication of
knowledge are fundamental principles of both Islam and Hip Hop.

National-Census-(2011);-Hastings,.(2004)
Bhatti,.(2011)
3 Aldridge-Kenway-MacInnes,-&-Parekh,.(2012)
4 Mohaiemen,.(2008)
1
2
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Getting the Knowledge: Teaching and Education
Ibn Mas’ud reported that the Prophet described the position of "the person whom
Allāh gave wisdom, with which he adjudges and which he teaches to others" as an
enviable one5. Resultantly, one of the most crucial obligations for mūʾminun
(believers) is to acquire, practise, and preach knowledge. Imparting 'supreme
wisdom', 'divine intellect' and 'knowledge of self' are also central to the MST, NoI,
and FPN theologies, which tightly interlace Hip Hop's history. Unlike party, mack, or
gangsta rap, 'conscious' rappers often do not define themselves as entertainers, but
rather educators, teachers, and conveyors of knowledge, or reformers of the social
situation.

Wise Intelligent (Poor Righteous Teachers) confirms he and other conscious MCs
"take it as their duty or obligation to teach" and communicate knowledge through
music. Outlining Zulu Nation's guiding principles Afrikka Bambaataa describes how,
"'Knowledge' is the foundation of all things…-Wisdom is the manifestation of one's
knowledge"6. Indeed, knowledge is so central to Hip Hop that, alongside rap,
breakdance, graffiti, and DJing, pioneer KRS-One (Knowledge Reigns Supreme Over
Nearly Everyone) promotes the adoption of 'knowledge' as the "fifth element".

5
6

Mohammad,.(2013)
Afrika-Bambaataa-&-Family,.(1986)
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Teachers and researchers have also done tremendous work utilising rap in the
classroom. Motivating otherwise excluded, disengaged, or inattentive students in
literacy and numeracy activities by tapping into the creativity of students
unreceptive to or ignored by traditional educational activities. The goal of Hip Hop
pedagogy is to promote and enhance students’ access and participation in academic
literacy, allowing students to think about the use of language to discuss topics7.
British poet and English teacher Mark Grist  whose teacher Vs. student Don't Flop
rap battle went viral on YouTube  explains how he uses the cadence and rhythm of
rap to "teach my students about poetic devices and other elements of the English
language…-help[ing] them remember quotations and parts of books and plays". Rap
has "helped to inspire" Grist's pupils "to achieve, and given them a much stronger
interest in English"8. Alex Kajitani, dubbed the "Rappin' Mathematician" and named
California's 2009 Teacher of the Year, similarly utilises rap to teach mathematics9.

During "Pen-2-Paper-2-Power", a targeted arts-based literacy programme for
Somali youth, Lozenski and Smith10 recognise the transformative value of Hip Hop

Morrell-&-Duncan-Andrade,.(2002);-Cooks,.(2004)
Bond,.(2012)
9 Sack-Min,.(2009)
10 Lozenski-&-Smith,.(2012)
7
8
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pedagogy. Rapping is a deeply personal expression that thrives on understanding
oneself,

drawing

on

environmental

perspectives,

and

articulating

these

interpretations in creative form. These teachers and researchers have taken the
culturally conducive educational framework of rap's fifth element, to make learning
interactive, relevant, and memorable. This application has not escaped Mos Def:

"Hip Hop's relationship to education could be phenomenal…in the sense
that Hip Hop is a medium where you can get a lot of information into a
very small space, and it makes it hold fast in people's memory. It's just a
very radical form of information transferral."
 Mos-Def11

Beyond its utility as a teaching tool in whole brain learning, rap can also create
spaces where disadvantaged youth can engage in dialogue about contentious topics,
including politics, crime, violence, power, inequality and religion. Conscious rappers
not only enable political and religious themes to be discussed constructively, but Hip
Hop can also serve to validate education amongst the disenfranchised and socially
alienated. Rap further provides counter discourses, and complex rather than
conventional or contrived interpretations of Islam12. Lupe Fiasco's lyrics are a case
in point:

11
12

Alim,.(2001
Keyes,,(2002)
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"The books that take you to heaven, and let you meet the Lord there,
Have become misinterpreted, reasons for warfare,
We read 'em with blind eyes, I guarantee you there's more there,
The rich must be blind because they didn't see the poor there"
 Lupe-Fiasco13

Spirituality, Overstanding and Mediation
Despite sharing a co-evolutionary bond from their primeval inceptions, the
association between music and spirituality has only enjoyed modest academic
attention14. Even within Islam's strict ruling on this subject, the glorification of Allāh,
the Prophet, or the promotion of ihsan (righteous living) through music is held to be
permissible by the majority of Islamic scholars15. Far from haram Hip Hop is a
supranational culture seen by many Muslim artists as having aided da‘wah
(proselytising) by bringing the values, teachings, and ideals of Islam to the masses16.
In this sense, Generation M's conscious rappers can be considered latter-day du‘āt
(missionaries), where picaresque preaching has been superseded by a more
profound spiritual and intellectual quest.

Lupe-Fiasco,.(2006)-"American-Terrorist"
Cantz,.(2012)
15 Ali,.(2013)
16 Alim,.(2005)
13
14
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Beyond theologically sanctified music, many secular musical forms possess a
recondite power to facilitate universal connectedness and amity. DJ Bobbitto
describes the epoch of Hip Hop as the fleeting moment of spiritual escapism, a belief
shared by Toni Blackman (Freestyle Union) who views her relationship with rap as
"next level spirituality". In addition to the adoption of knowledge as the fifth
element, Afrika Bambaataa submits “overstanding” as the sixth17. Within Hip Hop
overstanding is the ability "to see all things clearly with the third eye, the mind", to
achieve a higher spiritual consciousness. According to Bambaataa, Hip Hop's
mission is to draw upon "these [six] elements of life…to build a better world…uplift
humanity" and obtain "enlightenment"18. Indeed as Burt19 astutely observes, the
quest for enlightenment through rap can be considered "so spiritual, we don't need
a book, we don't need an explanation". This spiritual connection is plainly outlined
by Supernatural who explains "music is creativity, and creativity is…one of the
closest energies to God", while Umar Bin-Hassan (The-Last-Poets) further notes "not
only how powerful that [Hip Hop] spirit is, but how sacred it is"20.

Miyakawa,.(2005:139)
Bambaataa,.(2012)
19 Burt-cited-in-Freestyle:-The-Art-Of-Rhyme-(2000)
20 ibid.
17
18
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The interlacing of Islam and Hip Hop, does not stop at didactic modes, "bridging a
gap between cultures"21, connecting the marginalised, or developing one's 'thirdeye'. Many forms of ‘‘sacred music’’ are understood to possess transformative and
reformative qualities22, rap acting as an effectual means of restorative justice,
mediation, and alternative dispute resolution. Minister Louis Farrakhan, current
Leader of the NoI, has been a hugely influential voice in Hip Hop. Whilst the black
Christian churches were notable for denouncing, decrying, and demonising Hip Hop
in its formative years, Farrakhan invited many pioneering artists like Ice Cube, Ice T,
Sister Souljah, and Chuck D to his home for dinner23. Very early on Farrakhan
gauged the magnitude of engaging these new urban orators, teachers, and
philosophers; those individuals able to connect with the most socially, politically,
and economically denied. Farrakhan explains how rappers "have millions of people
in the palm of their hand. I don't want us to condemn them, I want to see us teach
them, encourage them, enlighten them to do better, because the whole world is
listening...-Hip Hop is the art of bringing people together on the basis of wisdom"24.

Neate,.(2003:20)
Cantz,.(2012):-Lowis-&-Hughes,.(1997)
23 Mohaiemen,.(2008
24 Farrakhan,.(2008);.Parker,.(2005)
21
22
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Farrakhan's early embracing of rap, as well as his organisation of the landmark
1995 Million Man March, successfully galvanised his as an authoritative but
impartial ally of Hip Hop. So respected is Farrakhan today, that he is seen as the
prevailing voice of reason, lucidity, and mediation within Hip Hop, able to quell
gangland feuds, defuse personal disagreements, and mitigate conflicts. In 2009
Snoop-Lion (formerly Snoop-Doggy-Dogg) attended the NoI's annual Saviours Day
convention to pay homage to Farrakhan's pivotal role as arbitrator in the wake of
gangsta rap's East Vs. West coast feud, which culminated in the murders of Tupac
Shakur and Biggie Smalls. Greeting crowds of several thousand with al-salam
alaykum, Snoop Lion discussed spiritual guidance:

"I always go to Minister Farrakhan, because the Minister has always
been there for the Hip Hop community...-about ten years ago the rapper,
Notorious Biggie got killed in Los Angeles... I put a call out [to
Farrakhan] and we put together a gathering where all of the rappers
came together, and we put an end to all of our violence, our beefs, and
we all had peace, and we've been living that way ever since… Nobody
really gave Minister Farrakhan credit for that...-and that's why I'm here
today to show my support and my love."
 Snoop-Lion25
During a more recent "beef" between 50 Cent and Ja Rule, Farrakhan again
demonstrated the incredible leverage Islam possesses in terms of conflict resolution

25

Broadus,.(2009)
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and reconciliation, bringing both rappers together on live radio to negotiate a
truce26. As Manning27 eloquently puts it, Farrakhan understood that in order to
"transform an oppressed community's political behaviour, one must first begin with
the reconstruction of both cultural and civic imagination".

Aspiration, Healing and Therapy
Hip Hop can act as an aspirational beacon and cathartic force, compelling
advocates and audiences to strive to be better28. In 2006, Grammy winning Sunni
rapper Rhymefest met with the British Prime Minister, David Cameron, to stress the
inclusivity, coexistence, and optimism Hip Hop can express29. Expanding on our
quadrilateral understanding of jihād is important here. Jihād bis saif (struggle of the
sword) has been mentioned with reference to extremism, terrorism, and qital fi
sabilillah (holy war), often referred to as al-jihād al-asghar (the lesser jihād). Also
discussed was the notion of jihād bil-lisan (struggle of the tongue) and jihād bil-yad
(struggle of the hand) in relation to Hip Hop as a radical form of protest, dissent, and
means of social activism opposing injustice and discrimination. Jihād bil-nafs

Mohaiemen,.(2008)
Marable,.(2002)
28 Khadduri,.(1955:56)
29 Godfrey,.(2011)
26
27
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(struggle of the heart) however, is widely understood as the most important,
regarded as al-jihād al-akbar (the greater jihād), as it relates to the personal, inner
struggle of each Muslim30 to fulfil their religious duties "achieving one's goals…struggling to achieve a noble cause…-promoting peace, harmony or cooperation, and
assisting others…[through] the principles of Islam"31.

"(Amin) Pray Allāh keep my soul and heart clean,
(Amin) Pray the same thing again for all my team"
 Mos Def32

Infused with the ideological tenets of Farrakhan, the social commentary of racial and
socio-economic inequality during the Reagan-Bush era found on Ice Cube's "Death
Certificate" album represents the musical transliteration of jihād bil-nafs. Tracks are
conceptually divided between "death" and "life", one half depicting the pathology,
self-destruction, and nihilism of disenchanted urban squalor, the other focusing on
rebirth, dialogue, and social mobility through Islamic principles. Eve also describes
her relationship with Islam as the pursuit of morality: "I'm striving…-I pray to Allāh
every night, every morning…-when I get to the point where I'm stable, I definitely

Morgan,.(2010:87)
Esposito-&-Mogahed,.(2007:20)
32 Mos-Def,.(1999)-"Love"
30
31
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want to cover and go to the masjid"33. Rehashing Malcolm X's infamous idiom,
Tamer Nafer of Palestine group DAM explains Muslim rappers have a religious
obligation to strive towards "a better world, [and] to be equal. By any means
necessary, to be equal". One can find these aspirational tones throughout rap:

So I can't even see no more,
I'm calling my black woman a bitch,
I'm calling my peoples all kinds of thing that they not,
I'm lost brother, can you help me?
Can you help me brother, please?!
 Wu-Tang-Clan34
On "My Life", KRS-One illustrates this personal upliftment. Having previously lived
as a violent marauder which threatened to physically and spiritually destroy him,
through Hip Hop he stayed “focused” and managed to “rise above” his parlous
environment35. In "Tears"36 KRS-One directly addresses the politics that led to 9/11
and the need for spiritual recovery. This mournful, yet hopeful piece ambulates
between Islamic and Christian teachings, championing cultural hybridity and
syncretism, pleading for religious tolerance in an era where people are

Spady,-Alim-&-Meghelli,.(2006)
Wu-Tang-Clan,.(1997a)
35 KRS-One,.(2006)-"My-Life";-Khan,.(2007)
36 KRS-One,.(2001)-"Tears"
33
34
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characterised as patriots or terrorists, righteous or infidels, as good or evil. KRS-One
advocates religious tolerance through the shared belief in the sanctity of life.

"This goes for them terrorists too,
But them [Re]publicans, done put themselves up above,
Lookin’ for blood again, hate, no love again,
Got them soldiers runnin’ in, with a gun again?
With a ton of sin, in a Holy War, how we gonna win?"
 KRS-One
The Last Poets describe how "Hip Hop was born out of the need to get rid of, to
exorcise 'the rage'", explaining the need to consider how much has been created
"out of 'the pain', the so called pathos…-[but] when you create from anger, you start
to heal yourself"37. Indeed, poetry therapy38, bibliotherapy39 and rap therapy40, in
conjunction with person-centred and cognitive behavioural theory, have proven to
provide a safe medium to identify, elicit, express, and universalise emotion. Evoking
emotion and verbalising grievances are necessary prerequisites for discovering
cognitive distortions, and empowering disadvantaged individuals who often suffer
from more personal issues than they are able to initially express41. Hadley and

interview-with-Abiodun-Oyewole-cited-in-Freestyle:-The-Art-Of-Rhyme-(2000).[film]
Mazza,.(2003)
39 Harper,.(2010);Hynes-&-Hynes-Berry,.(2011)
40 Hadley-&-Lancy,.(2012)
41 Kobin-&-Tyson,.(2007:343-356);-Levy,-(2012:219-224)
37
38
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Yancy42 present a collection of compelling works which successfully use a repertoire
of rap inventions as culturally congruent, therapeutic tools for building confidence,
hope, and aspiration among at 'risk youth', highlighting the prevailing expressions of
optimism and amity found in Hip Hop.

"Black like my baby girl's stare,
Black like the veil that the Muslimina wear…
[Love] Like the student love the Teacher,
[Love] Like the Prophet love Khadeja"
 Black-Star43

42
43

Hadley-&-Yancy,.(2012)
Black-Star,.(1998a)-"Astronomy,.8th-Light"
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION

Conduit or Counter-narrative?
As we have seen, the impact and agency of Islam in Hip Hop is profound,
rooted in the indelible presence of Islam among African-American communities
from the enslaved Sahelian Muslims of Senegambia onwards. MST, NoI, FPN, and
Sunni Islam, alongside influential public figures including Elijah Muhammad,
Malcolm X, Muhammad Ali, Clarence 13X, and Louis Farrakhan are inextricably tied
to key events and major social movements in American history which were
concomitant to the evolution of Hip Hop. Modern, international, Generation M
rappers adopt a more assertive, traditionalist stance, adhering to and advocating
more conservative Islamic observation. Today, Islamic influences and references are
so ubiquitous in rap that, for the generation of non-Muslim fans weaned on Hip Hop
culture, rap has provided both the introduction and intimate regular exposure to
Islam.

The range of Islamic and quasi-Islamic doctrines exhibited in rap, offer a
multifarious theology simultaneously grounded in diasporic trans-nationalism,
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Kemetic symbolism, Masonic mysticism, cosmology, Gnostic spirituality, theosophy,
and more traditional Islamic doctrines. This can provide a prescriptive identity and
cultural distinctiveness, but can also allow for the externalisation of societal
discordance as the consequence of so-called malevolent 'bloodsuckers of the poor',
and the iniquity of 'blue-eyed white devils'. Taken to their extremity, Hip Hop's
more supremacist Islamic doctrines encourage societal disengagement and even the
wholesale rejection of secular liberalism. The 2010 British Citizenship Survey found
that rejection of secularism and political institutions correlated with greater support
for ‘violent extremism’1. In this sense, Hip Hop's religious idiosyncrasies could be
considered conducive to cognitive radicalisation2.

The cross-cultural continuities between expressive lyrical construction, linguistic
modes of delivery, and employing complex language as a means of acknowledging
historical antecedents are also significant. The use of metaphor, lexical innovation,
and semantic expansion within the Qurʼān and echoed in rap music, contributes to
the linguistic appeal of one to the other. According to preeminent scholars of
ethnomusicology, sociology, and anthropology, as well as Muslim rappers
themselves, it is unsurprising that "rap language" carries such appeal amongst
diasporan youth, as their ancestry has always been attentive to rhythm, rhyme, and

1
2

Citizenship-Survey,.(2010)
Dalgard-&-Neilson,.(2010:810);-AIVD,.(2004:13)
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versification. As Scheub3 argues, these inherent oral traditions distil the essence of
human experience, presented in "rememberable, readily retrievable images of broad
applicability, with an extraordinary potential" for evoking emotional responses. In
this sense, rap can be said to have an innate ability to reach, resonate, and
disseminate narratives among diasporan audiences. Rappers  including extremist
and conscious MCs  can be framed as authoritative "messaging instruments…-of
information and communication…-[and] vehicles of cultural expression" among
these populations4.

Hip Hop has become a important site of trans-global connectivity, cultural
reconstruction and hybridity, and thus a powerful source of cultural identification,
validation, and prescription amongst marginalised urban youth. In the face of
pervasive Western consumerism and estrangement from their parents' generation,
many poor, disempowered, isolated, and culturally ambivalent second, third and
fourth generation Muslims can experience a “double sense of non-belonging” and
seek a community, identity, and/or faith that provides an alternative value system5.

Scheub,.(1985:1-72)
Boyer,.(2007)
5 Khosrokhavar,.(2005:185);-Roy,.(2004:193)
3
4
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As Mitchell6 notes, Hip Hop “has become a vehicle for global youth affiliations and a
tool for reworking local identity all over the world".

Mindful of our quadrifarious understanding of jihād, at the core of Hip Hop's
counterculture are the pervading themes of resistance, dissent, and political
activism. This reaches beyond the epistemological function of protest music as a
response to oppression, symbolic interactionism, or social solidarity, and strays into
the ontological realm of rap as indivisible from the revolutionary spirit from which
it stems. However, as Sedgwick7 acknowledges, ‘radicalism’ is a socially constructed
concept, and while violent radicalisation is antithetical to liberal democracy, to be
'radical' is simply to reject the status quo, and not necessarily in a problematic
manner8. As the Edge of Violence report from Demos9 recognises, certain beliefs
broadly associated with violent extremism are held by many non-violent Muslims
who denounced terrorism, such as theoretical support for Sharia and the caliphate.
Non-violent radical Muslims  rappers included  often possess a deeper Qurʼānic
erudition, disparage ignorance, and fervently stress the importance of reflection,
theological scholarship, and ihsan10.

Mitchell,.(2001:2)
Sedgwick,.(2010)
8 Royal-Canadian-Mounted-Police,.(2009)
9 Bartlett,.Birdwell-&-King,.(2010:13)
10 ibid.
6
7
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One of the most effective ways to undermine extremism "is with a liberal attitude to
dissent, radicalism and disagreement"11, which can erode the 'cool factor' appeal,
while acting as lubrication for the democratic process. Muslim rappers are certainly
“verbal Mujahidin”, but this is in relation to Hip Hop as a form of radical activism.
Although dissenting, they serve as valuable alternative media sources, with rap
representing an important “site for resistance and revision of stereotypical
representations”12. Whether decrying hegemonic discourses, the self-destructive
contumely of gangsta rap, or various pockets of Islamism, rap utilises a range of
vocal strategies and techniques including alliteration, assonance, dissonance, and
allegory to question the premise of societal narratives and traverse established
power structures13. Conscious rappers and Islam's representatives within Hip Hop
thus constitute commanding voices in countering extremist narratives as respected,
credible orators able to positively connect with young Muslim constituencies.

Islam and Hip Hop clearly also both represent heavily disadvantaged peripheral
communities

in

Western

societies.

They

disproportionately

experience

underemployment, incarceration, low socio-economic status, and educational
underachievement. Making explicit structural claims for radicalisation is

ibid.
Emerson,.(2002:117)
13 Khan,.(2012)
11
12
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problematic however, given no linear relationship between deprivation and
terrorism exists, and the vast majority of disadvantaged people do not adopt
extremism, and even fewer pursue acts of terrorism14. Nonetheless, the bleaker
dialectics of globalisation and late modernity  including societal polarisation,
fragmentation, and disillusionment  and relative deprivation, or ‘anomie’15 created
between sybaritic societal goals and the inability to realise these desiderata is
relevant. Given these cross-cultural continuities, it is unsurprising that the Hip Hop
generation gravitate towards an empathic, agnate religion in their search for
actualisation, representation, dignity, and respect16.

Rather than asking ‘does Islam's influence on Hip Hop represent a conduit for
extremism?’, a more sophisticated question is ‘why don't all fans of radical Muslim
rap become extremists?’. Such is the premise of criminological control theories,
specifically Hirschi’s17 social bond theory, which asks what insulates us against
deviance or extremism. Reckless18 notes the subconscious nature of internal
controls  societal norms and values  learnt from parents, peers, and wider society.
External controls predominately develop from societal investment, such as through

Krueger-&.Malečková,.(2002;2003)
Merton,.(1938)
16 Ziauddin-Sardar,.cited-in-Elliot,.(2002);.Rousseau,.(2005);.Severs-Millard,.(2012)
17 Hirchi,.(1969:16-24)
18 Reckless,.(1961:19-27)
14
15
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education or employment, and provide secondary insulation should internal
controls fail. Marginalised, excluded, and alienated groups often exhibit weaker
external controls, and hold lower "stakes in conformity" which act as buffers against
extremism. Drawing from Kant, and viewed through Miller’s frustration-aggression
paradigm, societal exclusion and alienation create solidarity between Islam and Hip
Hop, through a sense of mutual grievance19, while violent radicalisation can be
conceived as a consequence of disenchantment, frustration, and anomie aggravated
by weak external controls. Rap is the soundtrack to the struggle20.

The study of radicalisation, Neumann21 points out, is polarised between
emphasising extremist beliefs (cognitive radicalisation) and stressing extremist
behaviour (behavioural radicalisation). However, virtually all radicalisation
paradigms  including Moghaddam’s "staircase"22 McCauley and Moskalenko’s
"pyramid"23, or Baran’s "conveyor belt"24 models  conceptualise radicalisation as a
dynamic process involving a range of concomitant factors. Psycho-social
explanations for cognitive radicalisation are especially insightful given the centrality

Miller,.(1941);-Smelser,.(1962)
Lowkey,.(2011)-"Soundtrack-to-the-Struggle"
21 Neumann,.(2013:873)
22 Moghadam,.(2005)
23 McCauley-&-Moskalenko-(2008)
24 Baran,.(2005)
19
20
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of group loyalties within Hip Hop, and della Porta's25 appreciation of "personal
linkages…to close friends or kin" within terrorist clusters also adds value to this
analysis.

Sageman26 also highlights the importance of social bonds, "emergent interpersonal
tie[s]"27 and interaction within small "cliques"  or conceivably crews  to the
radicalisation process. Sutherland’s28 "differential association" articulates how
deviant behaviours are absorbed, propagated, and escalated within "enabling
environments". If one's social commentary is taken primarily from inimical rap
favourable to the articulation of extreme views, then listeners can undergo a "risky
shift" towards increasingly extremist positions29. Here Janis’30 concept of
"groupthink" has import, where unquestionable conformity to the in-group
worldview bypasses critical evaluation.

A nuanced approach, articulated by Wiktorowicz31, contends that the indirect
consequences of root causes combined with social relationships are of most

della-Porta,.&-Diani,.(2006:118)
Sageman,.(2004;2007)
27 Snow,-Zurcher-&-Ekland-Olson,.(1980)
28 Sutherland,.(1947)
29 ibid.;-Shaw,.(1976)
30 Janis,.(1972)
31 Wiktorowcz,.(2005)
25
26
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significance to radicalisation. The grievances and discrimination experienced by the
global Hip Hop umma can create a "cognitive opening", where radical diagnostic
narratives resonate with personal experiences, allowing people to become receptive
to the prognosis of extremist worldviews.

We know terrorists are no more insane or psychotic than the population at large32.
Whilst pathological explanations for violent extremism are widely discredited, the
neuro-scientific power of rap is noteworthy33. Levitin and McGill34 explain how our
brains release neuro-chemicals as a psychodynamic reaction to hearing music, and
Ball35 describes music's ability to take psychoactive chemical shortcuts to synaptic
centres in the brain, stimulating raw emotional responses. While these can induce
elation, they can equally evoke dysphoria, as symptomatic of dissatisfaction,
malaise, or anger. Stewart36 confirms music as a medium for emotional
communication, highlighting its potential to manipulate emotions, and Clarke37
documents the more insidious and exploitative ways music can be used. Undeniably
then, rap is not just oral but cultural, psychological, even neurological, and it is in

Post,.(2006:7-12)
Cantz,.(2012)
34 Levitin-&-McGill,.(2007)
35 Ball,.(2011)
36 Stewart,.(2009)
37 Winston,.(2013)
32
33
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this interplay that one finds its emotional power38. From the Last Poets and Public
Enemy, though to Lowkey and even Médine, appeals to these pre-existing ‘sentiment
pools’39 are commonplace in rap's vigorous counter-hegemonic discourses.
However, overt attempts to exploit sentiment by Soldiers--of--Allāh, Genocide,
Blakstone, and Omar Hammimi, could also potentially lead to ‘frame alignment’
between the sympathetic audiences and extremist ideologies.

Islam and Hip Hop also tap into urban fashions. As the former legal director of the
Council on American-Islamic Relations, Arsalan Iftikhar commented, producers and
consumers of extremist rap "are people who might not be theologically devout or
even have a sound religious foundation, but they are using this new jihadi cool to
justify criminal acts of terrorism"40. Its potential to contribute to radicalisation
therefore is significant, as Stuessy41 perceptively notes, "if you get a kid already at
risk, with a matrix of problems... the music can be a triggering device"42, and can
"even be used as a weapon of war"43.

Sabini,.(1995:3-15)
Wiktorowcz,.(2005)
40 Temple-Raston,.(2010)
41 Stewart,.(2009)
42 Giovacchini,.(1999)
43 Hendy,.(2013b)
38
39
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Islamist violent radicalisation as a transcendent, top-down, recruitment drive is
declining, and is increasingly a horizontal and acephalous process44. The Spring
2013 offering from Inspire magazine, courtesy of al-Qāʿida in the Arabian Peninsula,
presents the "Lone Mujahid Pocketbook" as "A Step to Step [sic] Guide on How to
Become a Successful Lone Mujahid". The booklet mixes religious devotion with Hip
Hop conventions and rap vernacular, asking "R U dreamin' of wagin' jihadi attacks
against kuffar?...there's no need to travel abroad, coz da frontline has come to you".
The face of contemporary homegrown terrorism is the disenchanted self-starter,
where credible orators are ‘central nodal points’ and signposts for seeking
activists45. These keynoters are often conceived as theologians, yet extremist
rappers may also act as frame articulators in the socialisation and internalisation of
narratives.

Future Directions in Hip Hop Policy
The U.S. set precedence in sound diplomacy, instigating high-profile jazz
tours at the height of the Cold War to quell the rise of communism. Led by Dizzy
Gillespie, Count Basie, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Quincy Jones, and Benny
Goodman, the “jambassadors” visited the Soviet Union, parts of Africa, Asia, and the

44
45

Neumann-&.Rogers,.(2007:63)
Benford-&.Snow,.(2000:611-639)
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Middle East46. Their performances were intended to improve America’s
international image, jazz purportedly viewed as an embodiment of liberal ideals.
Soft power sound diplomacy became an extension of U.S. foreign policy but often
moved “in tandem with covert CIA operations”47. In 1956 Dizzy Gillespie's 18-piece
band performed in pre-revolution Iran, before embarking on tours of Syria,
Lebanon, Pakistan, Turkey, Greece and Yugoslavia.

Sound diplomacy was rejuvenated in 2005 as the Rhythm Road initiative in the
wake of the Abu-Ghraib human-rights atrocities. Acknowledging “urban/Hip Hop”
as the “global musical language”, the State Department began sending “Hip Hop
Envoys”, including rappers, breakdancers and DJs, to Africa, Asia, and the Middle
East, including Senegal, Cote d’Ivoire, Pakistan, and Indonesia48. In 2010, rappers
Tyson and Kumasi performed in Asia, alongside screenings of movies about Islam
and Hip Hop. The film New Muslim Cool about a Puerto Rican convert rapper was
shown in Jordan, Iraq, Angola and Bahrain, reinforced by pamphlets depicting the
Wu-Tang-Clan. Similarly, the British Council have twice dispatched Mecca2Medina
to Nigeria to perform, and organised Hip Hop workshops in Tripoli49.

Jones,.(2001:10-14)
Von-Eschen,.(2006)
48 ibid.;-Aidi,.(2011)
49 ibid.
46
47
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In Yemen, a U.S. sponsored Hip Hop event doubled as a national campaign in the face
of domestic instability and al-Qaida's recruitment drives in the region. AmericanYemeni rapper Hagage Masaed, who organised and headlined at the event, explains
how Hip Hop offers a cohesive alternative to Islamism: “…you have people who are
trying to gain support among the youth for every sort of cause; al-Qāʿida, Salafis,
etc.,..these youngsters need a little direction…maybe it'll change their views...before
jumping on the [Islamist] bandwagon"50. Farah Pandith, Special Representative to
Muslim communities, has also advocated Hip Hop as a "different narrative [to]
violent ideology"51. Governments on either sides of the Atlantic have called for “the
leveraging of Hip Hop” stressing “the importance of Islam to the roots of Hip Hop”
and calling for a “greater exploitation of this natural connector to the Muslim
world”52.

Nonetheless, the question of whether rap could, and indeed should, be 'exploited' in
this fashion remains extremely contentious, particularly within the Hip Hop
community itself. As touched upon, where rap has already been effectively utilised is
in literacy and numeracy activities acting as a "springboard" for positive peer

Blair,.(2011)
Aidi,.(2012)
52 Schneider-&-Nelson,.(2008:48-57)
50
51
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interaction53. Smith's54 concept of the “identity box” in Hip Hop pedagogy of Somali
children is especially interesting in relation to counter-radicalisation, as it
encourages students to list their imposed, assumed, and negotiated societal roles,
then uses these as a rubric for lyrical construction. This challenges participants to
think about the complexity of identity, cultural hybridity, and cognitive dissonance,
and better navigate notions of tradition, community, and individuality. The
confrontational essence of Hip Hop actually helps bring grievances to the fore,
providing a culturally sensitive, safe, and empowering prism through which
dialogue can be achieved without stigmatising or alienating participants.

Hip Hop has already figured in the UK Prevent Strategy, aimed at bolstering
mainstream Islam and preventing violent radicalisation. During the 2009 “Spittin’
Light: Healing the Hood" national tour, conscious rappers and spoken word artists
including Mecca2Medina, Poetic Pilgrimage, Mohammed Yahya, and Baby Muslims,
visited Tooting (London), Slough, High Wycombe, Bristol, Peterborough,
Manchester, Glasgow, Edinburgh and Birmingham, supported by Islamic scholars
and community leaders55. The shows presented a critique of current affairs, offered
thoughts on social justice, community cohesion, expressions of faith, and civil

Morrell-&-Duncan-Andrade,.(2002);-Cooks,.(2004);-alVarez-III,.(2012)
Smith-&-Lozenski,.(2012:604-607)
55 Ahmed,.(2010)
53
54
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activism. The tour attracted a younger Muslim demographic who may not have
attended other Islamic events, and encouraged participants to find alternatives to
violence, and challenge those who encourage or endorse extremism. Muslim
rappers, Dyson56 notes, "are truly urban griots, dispensing social and cultural
critiques, verbal shamans, exorcising the demons".

Collaborations between Islam and Hip Hop not only lend themselves to countering
extremist narratives, but have considerable potential for facilitating restorative
justice, reconciliation, and de-radicalisation programmes. A similar curriculum to
the gangland project "Circles=&=Ciphers"57  comprised of comprehensive Hip Hop
infused peacemaking circles and improvisational freestyle ciphers  allows
participants to reflect on how violent choices can perpetuate harmful legacies, so
promoting accountability amongst peers. Adopting restorative justice and radical
peacemaking techniques in this way has been shown to mitigate gangland
tautological narratives, and could have tremendous transferability to deradicalisation programmes.

56
57

Dyson,.(1991:22)
Ucker-&-Andre,.(2009)
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Final Thoughts
The intention of this paper is not to suggest that al-Qāʿida operatives now
lurk in the shadows of recording studios, that before long al-Shabaab will be
photographed in the 'b-boy stance' or Ayman al-Ẓawāhirī will offer his next address
wearing 'Beats by Dre' headphones. Extremist hate rap will not produce al-Qāʿida's
next tenable ‘leader’. What it does do, is nurture disenchanted audiences to become
‘footsoldiers’ for the cause, echoing the 'open source jihad' franchise-model the late
Anwar al-Awlaki envisaged. Despite

the attempted exploitation of rap by

extremists, we must be absolutely clear that not all terrorist acts are inspired by
extremist narratives, and not all radicalism leads to terrorism. There should be no
confusion that extremist views are professed by a tiny Muslim sub-set; similarly
hate rap constitutes a minute fraction of Hip Hop. The prevailing presence of Islam
within Hip Hop has been peaceful, positive, and progressive in nature. Nonetheless,
the coefficacy between Islam and Hip Hop, whilst eclectic and often abstruse, is
extensive, entrenched, and powerful.

In the midst of our consumer culture  which has a coeval proclivity to
individualism and celebrity fetishism as it does to intellectual eschewment 
conscious Hip Hop has drawn upon pan-Africanism, Islamic theology, and
humanistic principles to uncompromisingly inject progressive politics, social
empowerment, sagacity, and spiritual enlightenment into popular culture. The fifth
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and sixth elements attest to Hip Hop being directly concerned with erudition and
elucidation, not enmity and extremism. While the presence of Islam within Hip Hop
has unquestionably served as the definitive articulation of rage, struggle, and
defiance, it has simultaneously championed expurgation, amelioration, and rebirth.

Sunni rap artists  such as Mos Def, Lupe Fiasco, even Ghostface Killah (Wu-Tang
Clan) and Busta Rhymes  are among the most highly acclaimed in the world, and
whilst certainly radically counter-hegemonic, represent vital alternative discourses
globally circulated and consumed by millions. Rappers are "expected to testify,
speak the truth, [and] to come with it [sic], in no uncertain terms"58. In other words,
due to their linguistic virtuosity and religious tenets, Muslim rappers have a unique
historical, cultural, and sacred duty to bring awareness and spirituality to the
masses, whilst denouncing ignorance, and inclemency. Although it is debatable
whether the interconnectivity between Islam and Hip Hop should be appropriated to
realise government agendas, rap has notable successes in foreign and domestic
policies. It would be unwise for scholars, practitioners, or policymakers operating in
the field of security studies to dismiss this relationship as superficial,
inconsequential, or in any way exiguous.

58

Smitherman,.(1997)
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Grandmaster Flash once defined Hip Hop as “the only genre of music that allows us
to talk about almost anything"59, and certainly rap therapy has clear agency in
engaging socially excluded Muslims about controversial topics including criminality,
violence,

religiosity,

discrimination,

and

terrorism.

The

countenance

of

transformation, reformation, and aspiration found in conscious lyricism further
exhibit the convalescent, reconciliatory, and cathartic capital of Hip Hop in
countering extremism. Through the praxis of Hip Hop young Muslims can develop a
sense of optimism, stability, intellectual realisation, positive self-image, and general
resilience in the face of Islamist extremism.

Whether we consider Rakim's earlier decree that "all praise due to Allāh and that's a
blessing"60; Talib Kweli's diatribe that "your firearms are too short to box with
God"61; Mos Def's proclamation of "peace, equality; Allāh see[s] everything"62; or
Common's pledge that "through me, Muhammad will forever speak"63, Muslim
rappers are postmodern du‘at who directly aid da‘wah and promote ihsan, by
presenting Islam with "unique modern tones" to Generation M64.

Brent-Turner,.(2004)
Eric-B-&-Rakim,.(1987)-"Move-the-Crowd"
61 Black-Star,.(1998b)-"Thieves-in-the-Night"
62 Black-Star,.(2011)-"Fix-Up"
63 Common,.(2000)
64 Alim,.(2006b)
59
60
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We can therefore say that the presence of Islam within Hip Hop is more than just
musical, and far more than the sum of messages conveyed. It is the communicative
manifestation of cultures charged with engaging, educating, and enlightening the
marginalised. The symbiotic relationship between Islam and Hip Hop should be
understood as an important arena for the promotion of tolerance, pluralism, and
social justice in the fight against violent extremism.



END
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